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Introduction 

 

On Valentine’s Day 2011 I left home for a three-month fieldwork period in Indonesia. This day 

on which couples all over the world express their love1 to each other was the start of an 

adventure to explore just this love in an increasingly globalised world, although the path of the 

venture was then still unknown. The obscure future was not only related to an unknown life 

abroad, but just as much, or maybe even more so, due to a hiatus in the theory about romantic 

love in the Indonesian archipelago. Love, it seems, has not been a topic of particular interest to 

anthropologists doing fieldwork in the fourth-most populous country in the world.  

This gap is not surprising as emotions have long 

been neglected by Western science and anthropology 

(Lindholm, 2006, p. 7; Lutz, 1988, p. 43; Lutz & White, 

1986, p. 405; Russell, 1991, p. 3). Feelings were seen as 

irrelevant and irrational. When emotions did get 

researched, the academic world isolated emotions within 

the psychophysiological. Emotions were thus seen as a 

component of individuals rather than of social situations 

or relationships (Kang, 2003, p. 154; Lutz, 1988, p. 41; see 

for example fig. 2). Lutz (1988) argues that emotions are inherently social. Over the last 40 

years, as researchers realised that a focus on love can be a “particularly useful lens for social 

analysis, [as it provides insights in the] complex interconnections between cultural, economic, 

interpersonal, and emotional realms of experience” (Padilla, Hirsch, Muñoz-Laboy, Sember, & 

Parker, 2007, p. ix), love has received more attention, especially in psychology2 and 

anthropology3. 

                                                           
1
 In this thesis I will use ‘love’ as short for ‘romantic love’, as separate from feelings of affection towards 

one’s family and friends or when one likes certain objects, ideas etc. 
2
 See for example: Berscheid and Walster [Hatfield] (1974), Fisher (2004), Hatfield and Rapson (1993) 

and Money (1973). 
3
 E.g. Bacchini (2008), Hirsch (2007), Lindholm (2006), Rebhurn (2007), and Van der Geest and 

Vandamme (2008). 

Fig. 2 – A psychophysiological approach 
to love 
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Indonesia is an especially interesting place to conduct this research on love. “For me 

love is an activity”, said a university student to me. In Indonesia the ‘activity’ called love has 

become an important part of people’s life courses. According to a recent research 65% of 

Indonesian students expressed concern about their romantic relationships. Furthermore, these 

worries were – together with academic concerns – the most severe concerns (Setiawan, 2008, 

pp. 356-357). Since the mid-20th century the ideology of romantic love and choice as the basis 

for marriage is dominant in most parts of the country and arranged marriages, till then very 

common, have almost but completely disappeared (Boellstorff, 2007, p. 51; Boellstorff, 2005, 

p. 105; Jones, 1994, pp. 16, 144-145). This radical transformation is not just a local 

development as it coincides with a global shift towards a specific ideology of emotional 

intimacy (love) as the basis for marriage (Hirsch & Wardlow, 2006, p. 2-3).  

For many scholars on Indonesia, however, love is seemingly regarded as a self-evident 

phenomenon, not needing clarification. This research will contribute to an increased 

understanding of love as a social phenomenon in Indonesia, since there has not yet been a 

critical examination of love in this area. The intention of this research is to show how the 

globalisation of the marriage ideology described by Hirsch and Wardlow finds expression in a 

local setting by examining what the ‘activity of love’ of young Indonesians comprises (see 

chapter 3) and how it finds significance in courting and romantic relationships (see chapters 4 

and 5). I purposefully position love in the social lives of students as not to isolate these feelings 

from the wider society. As I focus on the appropriation of this relatively new marriage ideology 

in students’ relationships ideals, I will primarily consider students’ ideas and statements.  

The main question I am concerned with in this thesis is: What role does love play in the 

pursued of romantic relationships by academic students in Bandung? I have split this question 

up into four sub-questions: What does love mean to Indonesian students? (chapter 3) What 

limitations do students experience (explicitly or implicitly) to their choice in a partner for 

romantic relationship? What can cause students to no longer pursue a romantic relationship? 

(chapter 4) And what kind of romantic relationships do the students engage in? (chapter 5) The 

data underlying the argument in this thesis was obtained through interviews and observations 

during a three-month fieldwork period in Bandung, Indonesia, between February 15 and May 

12, 2011.  

I will first describe the research context and methods used. A theoretical overview 

concerning the globalisation of a specific marriage ideal, conceptualisations of love, and 

romantic relationships in Indonesia follows. Chapter 3 deals with students’ definitions of love. 
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After this I will describe the limitations that students experience in the establishment of or 

during their romantic relationships. In the following section, chapter 5, I describe the different 

types of relationships the students engage in and the importance of marriage and courting. 

Finally I return to the theoretical implications of this research. In the annexes an overview of 

the interviewees and an interview guide are attached.  

 

 

Chapter 1 – Research Context and Methods 

Indonesia provides a particularly suitable location to do research on the local appropriation of 

global processes. With a population of more than 230 million and stretching over 5000 km – 

roughly the distance between New York and London – the Indonesian archipelago is highly 

diverse in culture, religion and ethnicity – the great majority being Muslim and the Sundanese 

and Javanese ethnic groups together comprising half of the country’s population. The 

Indonesian motto Bhinneka Tunggal Ika [Unity in Diversity] is therefore fitting for this nation 

consisting of 17.504 islands. 

A second feature worth mentioning here is that Indonesia is the world’s 18th economy4 

and has developed into an important economic hub in Southeast Asia. Java is the heart of this 

economic growth and almost 60% of the Indonesians live on this island5. The rising wealth, 

increased access to mass media, especially television, cinema and internet have increased 

exposure to notions of consumption, love and sexuality which are dominant in Euro-America. 

This makes Indonesia an ideal ‘laboratory’ for globalisation studies. 

Bandung, Indonesia’s third-largest city, is one of the centres of Java’s economic 

growth. It is the capital of West Java and an important educational centre of Indonesia. The 

many universities – among which the famous Institute Teknologi Bandung, Indonesia’s first 

technological university – and the many industries found in and around Bandung have 

contributed to make it a significant economic hub drawing together people of many different 

                                                           
4
 Estimation 2009 from World Bank: http://databank.worldbank.org/ddp/home.do 

5
 Data from the Indonesian Population Census 2005: http://www.datastatistik-indonesia.com/ 

component/option,com_tabel/kat,1/idtabel,111/Itemid,165/  
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backgrounds from all over Indonesia and beyond. The region is characterised by high levels of 

inward and outward migration. The Sundanese comprise almost three-quarter of the 

province’s total population, the other major ethnic groups being Javanese, Betawi and 

Cirebon6. Over 95% of the population is Muslim (Suryadinata, Arifin, & Ananta, 2003, p. 167). 

 

1.1  RESEARCH POPULATION, ACCESS AND SELECTION 

Before arriving in the field I made contact via email with two young Indonesians living in 

Bandung, Anna Islamiati and Roy Jekson Panjaitan. When I arrived at the dark deserted bus 

station near Bandung Supermal they picked me up and arranged my accommodation for the 

coming months (a kosan, a dwelling providing housing for students). I chose to focus this 

research on academic students as I assumed this group to be more accessible and fluent in 

English compared to other young Indonesians. On the third day of my stay Roy brought me to 

‘his’ campus, the Fakultas Ilmu Social dan Ilmu Politik (FISIP) of the Universitas Pasundan 

(UNPAS). This Social and Political Science Faculty provides, amongst others, the studies of 

Communications and International Relations. It was an ideal research location within view of 

my bedroom window. He introduced me to his teachers. They were interested in my research 

and never made any objections to my use of the campus grounds as a ‘hunting ground’ for 

interviewees (often interviewees were jokingly called ‘victims’).  

Assessing the curious looks at my first visit to UNPAS, I realised that I would not easily 

blend in with local student life as a 185 centimetre tall, blonde European. However, by 

regularly (almost daily) visiting the campus I managed to become a less conspicuous presence. 

To students I was to some degree just another university student as I was typing at the campus 

and hung out in the school cafeteria, although university staff insisted on offering me drinks 

and the use of the air-conditioned room from time to time; an offer I accepted reluctantly as 

not to insult them.  

 The first students I spoke with were not selected by me. Roy introduced me to his 

friends and I had conversations - him being present as interpreter – with those of them who 

had recently broken up their relationships and – without him – with his friends and class mates 

that spoke English relatively well. I also randomly approached people in campus for a talk, 

although it always got a bit of a formal character as it was unusual for them to discuss the 

topic of love and relationships with a stranger and in English. About halfway during my 

                                                           
6
 On basis of self-identification in the Indonesian Population Census 2000 (Suryadinata, Arifin, & Ananta, 

2003, p. 20). 
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fieldwork period I switched to longer interviews by appointment. This way I could search 

locations with more privacy and take time to really understand their stories. The interviewees 

were mainly selected on basis of their fluency in English, as working with an interpreter was 

not very desirable, I will elaborate on this language barrier in paragraph 1.3.  

 In total I interviewed and spoke with around 30 students or recently graduated alumni. 

This group contains roughly an equal number of women and men. Most interviewees are 

Muslim, but some practice Christianity and one woman is Hindu. Of the Muslim girls almost 

half wear a jilbab, a headscarf, although this should not automatically be interpreted as a sign 

of religious orthodoxy per se, since a jilbab is also a fashion item.  In Appendix I an interviewee 

overview is provided.  

 

1.2  RESEARCH LOCATION 

UNPAS is a private university just over 50 years old. Although I met 

many Christian students here, one of the goals of the university is 

to: mencerdaskan kehidupan bangsa dan mengembangkan 

manusia Indonesia seutuhnya, yaitu manusia yang beriman dan 

bertaqwa kepada Allah SWT., dan berbudi pekerti luhur [To create 

an educated nation and to develop the whole of Indonesia’s 

population, a population who are faithful and god-fearing to Allah 

and who are kind-hearted and with noble character]. It means that 

the university defines itself as a Islamic university – as is also 

noticeable by the building block in the FISIP stating the building is 

raised in honour of Allah. The university also defines itself as an institution that protects, 

researches and fosters Sundanese culture, although many students do not identify themselves 

as Sundanese7. Besides UNPAS I have interviewed students studying at, or recently graduated 

from, the private Universitas Langlangbuana and the public Institut Teknologi Bandung and 

Universitas Gajah Mada in Yogyakarta. 

This study does not intend to provide an overview of the whole of Java or the whole of 

Bandung. Due to time constraints and the goal of this research, it has not been possible to do 

research at a multitude of locations. Furthermore, as always with fieldwork, this research has 

                                                           
7
 Information on the mission and goals of UNPAS can be found at: http://www.unpas.ac.id/situ/cms/ 

unpas.php?page_id=2. 
*http://www.unpas.ac.id/situ/cms/unpas.php?page_id=5 

Fig. 3 - The logo of UNPAS. 
The kujang, the Sundanese 

knife in the center, 
symbolises Islamic 

monotheism and the 
strength and courage to 

protect ‘rights and truths’*
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been conducted in a very specific time and location. It should be mentioned here that UNPAS, 

as a private university, is not available to many Indonesians, since the students – or more often 

their families – should be able to pay the tuition fees. Although I am aware of these limitations 

and despite caution, I am bound to make some overgeneralisations in this thesis, further 

research can provide additional nuances.  

 

1.3  LANGUAGE 

In Bandung the three key languages are Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian), Bahasa Sunda 

(Sundanese) and Bahasa Jawa (Javanese). Although I speak Bahasa Indonesia on a 

conversational level, this is nearly not enough to understand and conduct in-depth interviews 

in Indonesian. I had very limited knowledge about Javanese and Sundanese. Before entering 

the field I expected most students to be able to speak English at least on an intermediate level.  

This assumption was incorrect however. Although some students were relatively fluent 

in English, most students, especially women, were either not proficient enough or too shy to 

speak English. This meant I had to use my interpreter more than expected at the start of my 

research. Most often Roy functioned as my interpreter. He had gained experience as a 

translator for the United States Navy in Ambon and spoke English at an advanced level. His 

familiarity with translating made the use of an interpreter easier. For two interviews I used a 

different interpreter due to practical reasons.  

Unfortunately there were two main drawbacks on using interpretation. First, there was 

no direct contact between me and the interviewee.  This resulted in a more formal 

atmosphere during interviews. People answered in short sentences, they only answered the 

questions given and provided little additional information. Related to this is a second major 

drawback. People were shyer talking about their relationships and feelings with an interpreter 

present. When the interpreter knew the informant – often so – this was even more the case. 

These interviews were shorter and less rich in information than the interviews without 

translation. 

There can of course occur other difficulties and errors with cross-language 

interviewing, the interviewer can, for instance: make a wrong translation, ask questions in a 

non-neutral way, leave out information that is taken for granted by him/her and assume that 

there is an identical meaning of a term in the different languages. Also there can be difficulties 

with steering the conversation by the researcher. I have tried to mitigate these biases as much 
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as possible by discussing the interviews with the interpreter and checking his translations on 

basis of my knowledge of Indonesian. 

I quickly found out that the use of an interpreter was thus best to be avoided. I 

therefore selected students who were relatively fluent in English. To keep in touch with their 

own idiom I sometimes used key local terms during interviews, such as pacaran, a boyfriend-

girlfriend relationship, and cinta, love. This sometimes helped interviewees to better 

understand my questions. I also asked a few students to write down their definitions or 

experiences of love or relationships in Indonesian and I translated them. However, I see the 

use of the interpreter not only as a disadvantage. His insights proved valuable for the 

interpretation of students' responses. 

Due to the difference in English and Indonesian grammar students sometimes 

confused verb tenses. In this thesis I have sometimes adjusted quotes of my interviewees in 

order to make them intelligible or more comfortable to read. I have not indicated these 

changes, except there where I think I run the risk of changing the meaning of the statement. I 

also indicate when I think a translator made additions, changes or omissions to the 

interviewee’s message. 

 

1.4 DATA COLLECTION 

To find love’s meaning is difficult in a city where people giggle when I talk about love. Love and 

relationships were not considered very useful or valid topics of research and my research was 

therefore often not taken seriously at first. Already when I introduced myself to older men and 

women they often asked me: “Are you looking for a girlfriend?” or “Do you like brown-skinned 

girls?” This increased tremendously of course when I disclosed the topic of my research. Young 

people when feeling at risk of being asked about their love lives quickly pointed at another girl 

or boy saying: “Ask him/her! He/She has a lot of experience with this!”, upon which the man or 

woman in question became shy, turned away or just laughed. Fortunately, in a private setting 

and after getting used to my questions people were much more open about their love. Clearly 

it was easier because the students and I are of the same generation. As Manderson and 

Liamputtong (2002, p. 3) note in the introduction of their book on coming of age in South and 

Southeast Asia: “Ambiguities of personal identity and academic interest appear to be 

minimized when the researcher and research participants are close in terms of age and 

gender.” 
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The data for this research was gathered in three ways: participant observations and 

small talk, in-depth interviews, and focus group discussions. I did participant observations by 

participating in the daily activities of the students, such as: hanging around the university 

campus, typing there, going with students to see a movie, and have lunch together. By being 

with them almost every day I got to know them better and learned more about their view on 

love, relationships, and the world. I went beyond mere participating and observing and 

established a more reciprocal relationship with the students: a friendship. Tillmann-Healy 

(2003) has been the first to explicate friendship as a method for qualitative research. She 

points out that this can bring about a higher level of understanding and depth of experience 

than ‘normal/distant’ observing (Ibid., p. 737). This method was somewhat challenging as the 

many friendships I formed were quite time-consuming. I had not anticipated that maintaining 

these relationships would be so strenuous. There were simply too many people and too little 

time, but in the end it provided much information. Indeed, such a close relationship was 

needed with many of my informants to talk about the very personal feelings.  

Unfortunately it was difficult to follow people when they were spending time with 

their pacar (boy- or girlfriend). This was either because of privacy or due to the long distance 

relationships students maintained. Also I was of course not present when their parents had 

discussed their relationships with them or when they broke up a relationship. Thus, although it 

is useful to see what people actually do and not just what they say, the possibilities for doing 

so were rather limited. I thus focus primarily on students’ ideals and desires. 

Small talk was a good way to reach new informants and to learn about their ways of 

life. Small talk is according to the Oxford English Dictionary: “polite conversation about 

unimportant or uncontroversial matters, especially as engaged in on social occasions” (The 

shorter Oxford English dictionary on historical principles, 1973). I wouldn’t call small-talk 

unimportant, certainly not for this research. Although people generally did not discuss much 

about relationships during informal conversations, it deepened my understanding of the 

Bandungnese society.  

The primary method of collecting data was the one-on-one in-depth interviews, 

sometimes with the help of an interpreter. These took the form of a semi-structured interview. 

I tried to keep these sessions informal, which was sometimes possible if I combined them with 

dinner or drinks. This was simultaneously a way for me to reward and thank my interviewees 

for their participation without making the exchange feel like a payment. A topic list used 
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during these interviews – which took different shapes during the fieldwork, depending on the 

interviewee and the stage of the research – can be found in appendix II. 

Finally I used focus group discussions. These are interviews with several interviewees 

at the same time (Green & Thorogood, 2009, p. 127). I conducted two focus group discussions, 

one with an existing discussion group consisting of Timorese and Indonesian students at 

UNPAS, and one ad hoc created group of Master and PhD law students at UNPAS. The group 

discussed issues with as little intervention by me as possible. These discussions have generated 

relatively normative answers from some participants, as people are often more hesitant in 

expressing their opinion in a group of peers (Green & Thorogood, 2009, p. 137).  

Most interviews were voice-recorded and transcribed, where this was not possible I 

made notes and afterwards wrote them out as detailed as possible. All interviews and 

observations were coded using Nvivo 78. The categorising of the different codes and organising 

them in a logical way was the first step in the analysis. After this I continued to search for 

similarities, oppositions and ambivalences in the material.  

 

1.5  ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

During the fieldwork I was always clear and honest about my research and my aims. All audio 

recordings were made with permission of the interviewee. The topic of this research did, to my 

best knowledge, not endanger or do harm to the research population in any way. 

Nevertheless, considering the personal nature of the stories, I treat their information 

confidential, using pseudonyms and masking their identity.9 

 

 

Chapter 2 – Theoretical Framework 

 

                                                           
8
 A computer programme for organising and analysing qualitative data. 

9
 Except for Roy in his role of interpreter. 
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The main question I am concerned with in this thesis is: What role does love play in the 

pursued of romantic relationships by academic students in Bandung? Unfortunately, as with 

love, romantic relationships are rarely defined (see, for example, Chang & Chan, 2007; 

MacDonald & Jessica, 2006; Setiawan, 2008). This stems from the misleading self-evident 

nature of these relationships. The diversity in definitions from my interviewees indicates how 

difficult it is to pinpoint the meaning of romantic relationships. Due to broad social 

transformations which will be described below and “the fact that *romantic relationships+ have 

arisen from and continue to embody the contestation of enduring cultural ideals and evolving 

alternative values and practise in the realm of premarital relations and sexuality, [they] elude 

concise definition” (Bennett, 2002, p. 106). To make a working definition here, I would argue 

that a romantic relationship is a premarital bond of affection and responsibility between two 

partners who are generally perceived by themselves and others as belonging to each other. In 

Indonesia specifically, it comprises “a wide range of courtship activities which [...] take place 

outside a *person’s+ natal home and typically lack parental supervision” (Ibid., p. 103). 

Before presenting my data, it is useful to explore three domains of theory that provide vital 

insights for interpreting the findings. First I turn to the marriage ideology which puts love at 

the centre of marriage and that is now dominant in Java, replacing ideologies of arranged 

marriage. It is this transformation that has made it not only possible, but even necessary for 

young Indonesians to go out courting and pursue love in both romantic relationships and 

marriage. After this I look at the way love has been described by social scientists. I will 

highlight the discussion surrounding the universality of love and point out several difficulties 

with emotion concepts. It will make clear that love is not as self-evident as is often assumed. 

Finally I consider mate selection, a crucial part of romantic relationships. Indeed, without 

selection of a mate a romantic relationship cannot commence.  

 

2.1  MARRIAGE IDEOLOGIES IN INDONESIA 

Since the mid-20th century an ideology of romantic love and choice as the basis for marriage is 

dominant in most parts of Indonesia and arranged marriages, till then very common, have 

almost completely disappeared (Boellstorff, 2007, p. 51; Boellstorff, 2005, p. 105; Jones, 1994, 

p. 75-77; Utomo, 2002, p. 207-208; see also: Chauncey, 2004; Coontz, 2005; Smith-Hefner, 

2005, 2009; Wieringa, 2003). The arranged marriage were customary throughout Indonesia. As 

these marriages were mainly a connection between families, they most often served parents’ 

interests by “expanding the range of their social ties, or consolidating those already existing, 
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and by validating their social rank in their community” (Geertz, 1961, p. 55). Often the soon-to-

be-wed couple met each other for the first time at the wedding ceremony (Ibid.). It was 

therefore primarily a rational activity in which love did not play a central role.  

In many regions arranged marriages were characterised by the young age of the 

couple. In West Java the average age of marriage was for a long time below 16 (Jones, 

Marriage and divorce in Islamic South-East Asia, 1994, pp. 117-118). Jones states:  

Cultural traditions stressed the need for girls to be shielded from temptation and danger 

from the time they reached puberty and for them to be married at an early age. It was not 

only the girl’s reputation and her chances of securing a good husband that were at stake 

but the family’s honour. (Ibid., p. 116)  

Writing about East Java, Hildred Geertz (1961) comes to a similar conclusion: early marriage 

stems largely from a need to protect girls from temptation. If a woman gives in to such 

temptations it could bring shame to her family. The shift to a companionate marriage ideology 

has given women relative autonomy over their love life, although maintaining a woman’s 

reputation as a ‘good girl’ is still seen as a family responsibility (Bennett, 2002, pp. 99, 105). 

From my conversations it became clear that many Indonesian women – just as men – 

nowadays pursue romantic relationships based upon feelings of love. 

This move is not a unique event. Hirsch and Wardlow (2006, p. 14-26; see also 

Bennett, 2002, p. 111; Patico, 2010, p. 373) state that an ideology of ‘companionate marriage’ 

has become globalised with the rise of individualism, consumerism and the value of equal 

gender relations. They define this ideology as “a marital ideal in which emotional closeness is 

understood to be both one of the primary measures of success in marriage and a central 

practice through which the relationship is constituted and reinforced” (Hirsch & Wardlow, 

2006, p. 4). Of course as the companionate marriage ideology is being transformed and used 

locally, it takes on different forms. Often there is a big gap between ideal and practice (Hirsch 

& Wardlow, 2006, pp. 9, 11; see also: Hirsch, 2007, pp. 99-101). As Patico (2010, p. 374) 

summarises: “the normativity of companionate marriage is seldom complete or 

unproblematic”. 

People automatically associate certain features with romantic relationships. Drawing 

upon a large number of authors, Knee (1998) describes implicit theories underlying romantic 

relationships. Knee looks at the theories from two angles. A first perspective shows that we 

tend to view early stages of relationships as tests of their potential success. A second one 

consists of five features: 
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(a) love finds a way to conquer all, (b) for each person there is one and only one romantic 

match, (c) the beloved will meet one’s highest ideals, (d) love can strike at first sight, and 

(e) we should follow our heart rather than our mind when choosing a partner. (Ibid., p. 

361) 

Indeed, for most of us in a Euro-American context these features are taken for granted. One 

would expect that with the globalisation of the companionate marriage ideology these implicit 

theories are similarly globalised. This, however, is not the case. Although in Indonesia students 

base love and romantic relationships partly on similar features, some underlying assumptions 

are radically different (see chapter 3).  

Hirsch and Wardlow link the globalisation of companionate marriage to notions of 

‘modernity’ or ‘progress’. Neither Hirsch and Wardlow nor I assume marriage based on 

romantic love to be a superior marital ideal or the end stage of a linear development of 

marriage. Rather, companionate marriage is connected both to 1) “a periodization of 

‘Western’ history marked by a belief in progress” and 2) “how people in different world areas 

have been impelled to engage in the progressivist project of Western modernity” (Knauft, in 

Hirsch & Wardlow, 2006, p. 14). The companionate marriage ideal has become an ‘idiom of 

modernisation’ and it can be used to boost an idea of moral superiority towards those 

upholding an arranged marriage ideal (Hirsch & Wardlow, 2006, p. 21).  

The move away from an arranged marriage ideology was largely broad about by this 

discourse of modernity (Jones, 1997, p. 307). In Indonesia the companionate marriage 

ideology, with its emphasis on romantic love and choice, became linked to the ‘discourse of 

modernity’ and it was even seen as a necessity for Indonesia to become a ‘modern’ state 

(Blackburn & Bessel, 1997; Boellstorff, 2007, p. 166). With the increased access to higher 

education for women, Indonesian parents began to realise that lessening their control over 

their daughters and giving them more freedom was part of “the modern world” (Jones, 1994, 

p. 307; Smith-Hefner, 2005, pp. 441-442). Also among youth these notions grew as ‘pop-

culture’ has “*become+ effectively internalized and reproduced through the mass media and 

popular music, and is associated with symbols of westernization and modernity such as 

western styles of food, dress and recreation” (Bennett, 2002, p. 103; see also, Utomo, 2002, p. 

207). The state clearly associated itself with this idiom of modernity and has actively promoted 

the new companionate marriage ideology through the reform of the marriage law in 1974, 
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during Suharto’s New Order regime10 (Blackburn & Bessel, 1997; Boellstorff, 2007; Jones, 1994, 

p. 307; Siegel, 1998, p. 140).  

The marriage law and its consequences are a political expression of the dominant 

marriage ideology and they help shape the romantic relationships in Indonesia.  A first 

consequence of its enactment was that marriage – according to the law – was to be based on 

consent of both parties11, a clause that was deeply desired by women’s rights activists. The 

activist found support in Indonesians who regarded an egalitarian marriage law desirable for 

national unity (Katz & Katz, 1975, p. 657). A second consequence of the law was a ban on 

interfaith marriage. Although the Indonesian Constitution ensures freedom of religious 

expression, as of 1965 only six religions are recognized by the state: Islam, Protestantism, 

Catholicism, Hinduism, Buddhism and Confucianism12 (Yang, 2005, p. 2). The marriage law 

does, theoretically, not outlaw interfaith marriage. However, in practical terms it is extremely 

difficult, as marriages must be declared legal by the Ministry of Religion’s local Registrar of 

Marriage, Divorce and Reconciliation for Muslims, or by the local Civil Registry’s office for non-

Muslims. These offices seldom acknowledge interfaith marriages (Connolly, 2009, p. 496).  

Another factor shaping romantic relationships is mentioned by sociologist Bagong 

Suyanto, who argues that religious and ethnic discrimination still permeates Indonesian society 

on a personal level. A marriage based on two different ethnicities is, after religion, the prime 

factor to make a marriage undesirable for families (Suyanto, in Harsaputra, 2010).  

A final factor I will mention here is age. In West Java, the province where this research 

took place, people marry relatively young compared to many Western countries. It has one of 

the lowest marriage ages in Indonesia, far below the nearby provinces of Yogyakarta and 

Jakarta with an age of 24.1 and 23.9 respectively (Jones, 1994, pp. 80, 85). However, Utomo 

(2002, p. 207) states that: “young people aspire to achieve higher education and marry at later 

ages”. In West Java in 1916-1920 more than half of the women were married at age 16. In 

1964 women’s mean age of marriage was 17.4 and this moved up to 20.2 in 1990. Indeed, it is 

noted “compared with women in previous generations, far more women today are delaying 

marriage in order to pursue an education, working outside of the home, and having smaller 

families consisting of only two or three children” (Smith-Hefner, 2009, p. 67).  

                                                           
10

 The New Order regime was the government of Suharto who was the second president of Indonesia 
(1967-1998) after forcing the first president Sukarno to abdicate. 
11

 Religious institutions, however, were given the opportunity to nullify this demand. 
12

 On January 27, 1979, the Indonesian cabinet decided that Confucianism was not a religion. This 
however was revoked by President Wahid after the fall of Suharto (Yang, 2005, p. 3). 90 percent of all 
Indonesians identify themselves as Muslim, Islam thus outnumbers other religions by far. 
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According to Smith-Hefner (2009, p. 67) women’s delay in marriage and desire to work 

outside the home has not undermined the importance of getting married in Indonesia. For 

most Indonesians – both men and women – marriage is a desirable and inevitable goal in life 

(Bennett, 2002, p. 100). For women even more so, as never married women in their late 30s 

are faced with negative stereotypes and social stigma. Men have fewer difficulties. Educated 

women thus feel a high pressure to marry, as they are already considered ‘old’ when they 

finish with university (Smith-Hefner, 2009, pp. 9, 62).  

Marriage, gender and sexuality have become “non-negotiable attributes of national 

identity” (Dwyer, 2000, p. 27). An informant of Boellstorff describes the national rhetoric as 

thus: “in Indonesia if you’re not married you’re not seen as mature in your thinking. Because 

you don’t shoulder any responsibility *...+ you can just do what you want” (Boellstorff, 2005, p. 

104; see also: Blackwood, 1999, p. 191; Jones, 1994, p. 61; Hoskins, 1998, p. 17).  

This ideology has been actively spread by the New Order regime through family 

planning programs (Blackwood, 2007, p. 295; Boellstorff, 2007, p. 230). Basically, a woman is a 

‘proper’ woman by having children in marriage (Retsikas, 2010, p. 483) and “‘to make sense as 

a man in Indonesia’ one must get married and function effectively as a dutiful husband and 

Fig. 4 - Images of love are widespread in Indonesian society. Clockwise: Sale in Bandung Supermal; the movies 
‘Single - a Love Comedy’, ‘First Love’, and ‘Three Hearts, Two Worlds, One love’ 
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provider. *...+ The importance of adequately performing one’s familial duties and obligations 

[which are] now linked to notions of progressiveness and good citizenship” (Howard, 1996, pp. 

13, 172).  

These different tensions raise several questions that will be answered in the 

forthcoming chapters: How do young Indonesians deal with societal and familial pressure to 

get married now that marriage should be based on mutual love? How do they define love? 

(chapter 3) How do they select their partners?  (chapters 4-5) And finally, how do students 

experience these restrictions on marrying people of different faith or ethnicity? (chapter 4) 

 

2.2  WHAT IS LOVE? 

A marriage ideal based on love has become dominant in Indonesia; love, however, is difficult 

to define – and perhaps because of this, it is often not defined at all. As with emotions in 

general, love has received little attention of anthropologists until the last two decades. After 

the early exceptions of Bronislaw Malinowski’s ‘The sexual lives of savages in North-Western 

Melanesia’ (1929) and Margaret Mead’s (1928) descriptions of love among young Samoans, 

there has been a long silence on the topic (Van der Geest & Vandamme, 2008, p. 5). Only since 

the ‘90s there has been a rising interest in love by anthropologists.  

Psychologists have had difficulties agreeing on a definition of love. Psychologist John 

Money (1980, p. 64) states: “love means pair-bondedness, and falling in love is the experience 

of establishing a pair-bond.” This falling can be sudden or more gradual and appears little 

before puberty. People can have multiple pair-bonds simultaneously but not all will have the 

same intensity (Ibid., p. 65). 

Other authors have also focused on the pair-bondedness of love. The pair-bond is 

characterised by emotional exclusivity (Jankowiak & Paladino, 2008, p. 14). Hatfield and 

Rapson (1993, p. 5) assert that romantic love can best be understood as “a state of intense 

longing for union with another”. Similarly, anthropologists Jankowiak and Paladino (2008, p. 

13) see romantic love as any “intense attraction that involves the intrusive thinking about one 

person within an erotic context with the expectation that the feeling will endure for some time 

into the future”.  

De Munck (In Jankowiak & Paladino, 2008, p. 13) gives a much broader range of 

characteristics of passionate love, among which: thinking that the beloved is unique, having 

feelings of exhilaration and desiring a union with the beloved. One might also view love as a 

bundle of emotions or as something that triggers other emotions. Hatfield and Rapson (1993) 
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and Berscheid and Hatfield [then Walster] (1974, p. 5), for instance, have associated romantic 

love with other, both positive and negative, emotions (e.g. satisfaction, ecstasy, anxiety, 

despair, and jealousy).  

There is disagreement to what extent romantic love is a universal phenomenon. There 

are roughly three positions in this debate. The first view is Linton’s (1936) claim that romantic 

love is a Western ideology created to conceal lust. A second view has been put forward by 

Lindholm (2006, p. 7) who argues that romantic love is “neither universal, nor unique to the 

West, but instead is a characteristic of certain kinds of social formations.” Lindholm implies 

that the rise of romantic love is closely linked to social contradictions. A third view is that 

romantic love is a universal way of feeling. By examining ethnographic material, Jankowiak & 

Fischer (1992, p. 154) determined that romantic love is present in at least 88.5 percent (later 

adjusted to 91 percent) of the sample of cultures.  

But how useful is such a figure on romantic love? Patico states that we should perhaps 

not ask whether or not there is romantic attachment in every society as this probably reduces 

local conditions to “relatively superficial contextual variables” (Patico, 2010, p. 383). All three 

views have found acclaim and critique, but despite this range of viewpoints most scholars 

agree “that all humans have the potential to live emotionally similar lives and that at least the 

emotional surfaces of others’ lives may appear different to the outside observer” (Lutz & 

White, 1986, p. 408).  

Love is defined as an emotion, but what exactly constitutes an emotion? Unfortunately 

it appears to be very difficult to define ‘emotions’ too. As Fehr and Russell (1984, p. 464) state: 

“everyone knows what an emotion is, until asked to give a definition”. In the ‘West’, according 

to Lutz (1988, pp. 4-5), emotions are considered psychobiological structures. These structures 

are aspects of the individual; culture and the social play only minor roles.  

Several authors have asserted, however, that we cannot isolate emotions from the rest 

of society. Emotional meaning is social, as it is structured by cultural systems and the social 

and material environment (Lutz, 1988, p. 213). Cultural views of emotion “help construct 

people’s interpretation of their experiences” (Ibid., p. 210). Emotions are thus more than mere 

psychobiological states. The following quote from Kessler (1998, p. 36) concerning people with 

ambiguous genitalia illustrates this point: “objects in the world (even non-normative organs) 

are not embarrassing, rather, people’s reactions to them are.” Similarly, Boellstorff (2007, p. 

35) states that desire in Indonesia cannot be isolated, as it is shaped by social interaction, 

culture, history and power relations. 
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Complicating our understanding of emotions, is the fact that in Euro-American 

societies words have labelling or reference as their primary function (Lutz, 1988, p. 9; see also: 

Crapanzano, 1981; Good & Good, 1982). Several authors have stated that this labelling 

function of language can become problematic when people see abstract terms of reference as 

the phenomenon itself (see for example Massad (2007) on sexual identity concepts and 

Valentine (2004) on the terms ‘sexuality’ and ‘gender’). Lutz (1988, p.9) argues that emotion 

concepts are seen as labels for internal psychobiological states: “the words become the things 

themselves rather than human, cultural and historical inventions for viewing self and relations 

with others”. The social sciences regularly fall in this trap too (Russell, 1991, p. 427). Lutz 

(1988, p. 5) asserts that emotion concepts serve complex communicative, moral and cultural 

purposes.  

Therefore in this research I will look at love in social interaction and look at how the 

students verbalise their states-of-being. Due to its cultural nature, I will look at the definition 

of love by the students themselves in chapter 3. I will show that love among young Indonesian 

is – contrary to most Western definitions – much more regarded as a rational process than as a 

longing that overwhelms you. This provides vital clues for our understanding of the 

appropriation of a companionate marriage ideology in Indonesia and love’s role in romantic 

relationships.  

 

2.3  COURTSHIP: THE WAY FROM SINGLE TO MARRIED 

Against a background of a companionate marriage ideal with high pressure to find a partner, 

but where partner choice is subjected to social and legal constraints, young adults in Indonesia 

are trying to find a suitable match for their romantic relationships which should now ideally be 

accompanied by feelings of love. Premarital relationships and courtship have become more 

acceptable as marriages are no longer arranged. Courtship is, according to LeMasters: 

the process by which an individual moves from the single status of adolescent to the 

married status of adult, a process which includes various experiences and relationships 

with members of the opposite sex, from casual encounters to deeper and more durable 

relationships with potential marriage partners.
13

 (In Manderson & Liamputtong, 2002, p. 

7) 

                                                           
13

 Although same-sex marriages are not considered valid in Indonesia and other Southeast Asian 
countries, I think it is better not to see same-sex relationships in the courtship process as irrelevant. In 
this research therefore I have included students’ stories about same-sex relationships. 
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One of courtship’s most obvious goals is the selection of a marriage partner, also called mate 

selection (Manderson & Liamputtong, 2002, p. 7). There has been little research on mate 

selection outside the ‘Western world’ (Chang & Chan, 2007, p. 56). In recent years, however, in 

Indonesia research has been done on courtship and sexuality (Bennett, 2002; Jennaway, 2002; 

Utomo, 2002), courtship and family approval (MacDonald & Jessica, 2006) and courtship, 

education and weddings (Smith-Hefner, 2005), but the relationship between love and 

courtship has been largely neglected.  

In 2006, MacDonald and Jessica conducted a (quantitative) research on the role of 

family approval as a constraint in dependency regulation by taking surveys among Indonesian 

and Australian students. The dependency regulation model states: 

Individuals allow themselves to become emotionally dependent on a romantic partner 

only when they feel secure in the viability of the relationship. In particular, the theory 

suggests that individuals will be willing to place value on a relationship to the extent that 

they feel they can rely on the partner’s affections. (MacDonald & Jessica, 2006, p. 183) 

MacDonald and Jessica point out that this model is ethnocentric as it does not take the larger 

family unit into account when describing the value placed on a romantic relationship. They 

assume that the family unit in non-Western societies has more influence on relationships than 

in the West. In their research they found a significant relationship between self-esteem and 

relationship value mediated by reflected appraisals (the extent to which one feels him/herself 

evaluated positively or negatively by his/her partner) in Australia. In Indonesia, there was a 

same relationship, but there was also a significant connection between self-esteem and 

relationship value mediated by the approval of the partner’s family. They conclude:  

The results support the proposition that in more collectivist cultures, family approval of a 

relationship may provide an important constraint on emotional dependence. *…+ Thus, 

there appeared to be two paths to felt security in Indonesia, with individuals’ willingness 

to place value on the relationship constrained by a belief in the partner’s affections and a 

belief in the family’s approval. (MacDonald & Jessica, 2006, pp. 190-191) 

They furthermore state that autonomy in mate selection is the key cultural difference between 

Indonesia and Australia explaining this result.  

 I have some concerns with this research. First, as the authors themselves acknowledge, 

there is no focus on other relational constraints such as friends (MacDonald & Jessica, 2006, p. 

192). Second, the approval of partner’s family was measured with a one-item scale. The item 

read: “I feel confident that my partner’s family would accept me as her/his romantic partner” 

(Ibid., p. 188). I think this a rather limited enquiry into family acceptance. Furthermore it is 
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unclear what is meant with a ‘romantic partner’. As students engage in relationships there can 

be different types: just a flirt, a stable relationship or being engaged (Smith-Hefner, 2005). In 

Indonesia there are three distinct types of relationships, as I will explore in chapter 5, which 

hinders an accurate interpretation of the response in MacDonald and Jessica’s questionnaire. 

Third, although they talk about romantic relationships, the word love is not mentioned 

anywhere in their research.  Finally, the article does not describe the process of finding a 

partner. 

 How do students find a mate? Although MacDonald and Jessica’s research is a start to 

understand family influences, autonomy and possibly love, it is rather limited for 

understanding how mate selection is experienced and conducted by students. Linda Bennett 

(2002, p. 98) states about courting and youth in Mataram14: “Courtship is generally viewed as a 

necessary stage in the procurement of a marriage partner and accepted as a healthy 

preoccupation for unmarried youth”. She furthermore found that courtship is – not 

surprisingly – “regulated through shared cultural understandings that dictate the boundaries 

of acceptable behaviour between unmarried women and men” (Ibid.). These boundaries are 

related to a fear for premarital sex and imposes curfews and other limitations in time and 

place on young people. Lately these boundaries have been changed and – at least for Jakartans 

- “mixing between the sexes [...] is much freer than it was a generation ago” (Utomo, 2002, p. 

207). 

Public surveillance of transgressions focuses more on women than on men (Bennett, 

2002, p. 98; Utomo, 2002, p. 207). This gender difference in courting has also been mentioned 

by Boellstorff (2007, p. 167). Women and men do not have the same choices regarding love. A 

man can express their choice for a woman he loves, but often the choice for women is only to 

accept or refuse an invitation to be a couple. Because of the high value of marriage, Jennaway 

(2002, p. 92) notes “erotic desires of young single women are inevitably channelled into the 

quest for a matrimonial partner.” In practice this ideal of female passivity may be undermined 

by women’s action, as Jennaway (2002, p. 76) observed among Balinese girls. 

 It has been noted that courting is now widespread in Indonesia, but the position of 

love in this is still unknown. Although I have showed that several authors use romantic 

relationships – and more or less imply that love has become important, its social meaning and 

position vis-à-vis parents’ demands and other convictions is still unexplored. In the following 

                                                           
14

 Mataram is the capital of Lombok island 
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chapters I will therefore explore love’s meaning to the students and how it finds expression in 

their mate selection and courting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3 – Falling in Love in Bandung 

» 

 «

Love is difficult to grasp, just try to write down what ‘it’ is and you often end up with 

something that feels incomplete or simplistic. At the start of my enquiry into students’ love 

lives, I encountered many definitions of love. Later, when I started to see commonalities in 

their descriptions, I was amazed about the consistency of underlying assumptions about love 

and relationships. My own notion of love was that of a mind-blowing uncontrollable feeling, 

Fig. 5 - Roy showing his T-shirt with the print: “My heart is 
broken! Since you rejected my love I can no longer sleep when 

I eat and eat when I sleep!" 
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but for these young Indonesians love was an activity, or to be more precise: a rational activity 

that required consideration and restraint. In describing their feelings, students separated 

‘liking’ from ‘loving’. It is worth exploring this ‘liking’, as it provides insights in what is, and 

what is not, love. I will continue with the way love starts out of liking. 

 

3.1  LIKING IS NOT LOVING 

When describing love, students said its most prominent features are: wanting to be close, 

missing the beloved when he/she is away and caring for each other. Together two lovers are 

strong. According to the students, one is complementary to the other and this makes love a 

powerful bond. Nearly all students make a difference between liking and loving. Liking is not 

loving and loving is not liking. Students often carefully choose their words, as the following 

examples illustrate: 

Noey: I love, no just like, a girl in junior high school, the name is ... I forget, maybe D., but I 

just like. But the quality of like was not strong, just common like. Just wow that girl was 

beauty, just that and I like. [...] The difference between like and love... I mean ‘like’ is I just 

like that girl, but the feeling is not strong. But love, the feeling is strong, better than like. 

[...] When I love a girl I will have sayang [attachment/devotion]..., care, love and giving the 

best I can when in love. But like is just beauty.  

Wie: I think I like boys, not love them, but like … 

Eki: “Monkey love comes and goes, it is suka [liking]. Serious love means someone is 

always there for me; it is cinta [love]. I am happy and always want to be with him, but I am 

disappointed when we have problems.  

Liking is seen as a less intense emotion than love. It implies something that happens to you, 

something that maybe overwhelms you. It thus is to some degree a passive feeling as the one 

who experiences liking does not have to do anything in order to feel it.  

Liking can start just by seeing someone pretty. Noey states the girl is beautiful. Liking is 

often more connected to physique than to a person’s character traits and convictions, whereas 

love is more associated with the last. Sindy points at this difference between liking and loving: 

The difference [between liking and true love] is that [in early relationships] you are really 

being attracted to their physique and not what is inside of them. But first love is with your 

consciousness that it is not about your lust, but about what is inside of that man you 

became interested in and attracted to. I think that is the big difference. 

She points at liking as a passive phenomenon and contrasts it with love as a conscious process. 

Moreover it is a conscious progress which takes place in specific types of relationships. Often 
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liking is attached to ‘the teenager phase’ and to relationships which just are for ‘fun’. Love, in 

the dominant view, is associated with serious relationships15.  

Although liking is often associated with the teenager phase, it is also seen as a 

necessity for feeling ‘true love’, as liking creates an interest in the other. I will describe how 

love starts out of liking in the following paragraph.  

 

3.2  HOW DOES LOVE START?  

Students often stated they liked someone at first sight. Love at first sight, however, was rare 

and generally considered to be impossible. Widya told me: “In my love life it is never love from 

the first sight. I prefer to [base my love on] his character, his mind and his character and his 

attitude.” As students state to rarely fall in love at first sight, liking plays a vital role in the start 

of love according to Noey: 

I: So how does [love] start? Where does it come from?  

N: The way love is born? I think love is from I like the girl, from the liking. And after that I 

will do deep thinking: Why I like that girl? What is the purpose I like that girl? 

I: The purpose? 

N: Tujuan, the goal. What is the goal I like that girl? I am looking for a girl for seriously, 

because I want a girl for my wife, because of that I will do deep thinking, I will have a 

discussion with my heart, with my thinking. Why I like that girl? And I will compare the 

good thing and the bad thing. Or the impact. If I will be girlfriend or wife with that girl, 

what the bad and the good thing. What is the consequence? 

Sindy thinks about falling in love in a similar way. This is what she says about the start of love:  

Of course I think about it logically, because I learnt from my experience and I now already 

know what I should do and I don’t want to make a wrong decision anymore. I want my 

relationship to be a long lasting relationship. I don’t want just have a relationship and then 

okay we talk about love, but I want something that we can built, like supporting each 

other, make my perspective [vision on the world] become better every day. That’s the 

main point, I am looking for people with a perspective.  

Love at first sight is almost impossible in these conceptualisations, as for both interviewees 

love is not something that just happens, but a process (and its outcome) that involves the 

feeling of liking and a lot of thinking about the possible consequences of the relationship 

(‘considering the impact’ and ‘making a wrong decision’ respectively) and the compatibility of 

their goals and with the love-candidate (‘marriage’ and ‘creating a better perspective’). 

Remarkably, love is intrinsically bound together with the desire to engage in a serious 
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 More will be said about these types of relationships in chapter 5. 
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relationship. The consideration whether or not liking can become love is actively judged on the 

extent to which a relationship and marriage with a certain pacar (boy- or girlfriend) is desirable 

and viable. 

The activity of love can take on a second form. For Jeri and Ummi, love is the whole of 

activities in a relationship. He describes this as follows: 

Jeri: For me, love is some kind of... It is just a slogan for me.  *…+ It is just a way you name 

the actions. The whole [of] actions in a relationship is what we call love. Most importantly 

is: what’s the realisation of this love. You know: loving, caring, defending our partner, 

attention. [...] What is important for me is the action, not the saying about love. Cause 

feelings itself is not enough. We got feeling, but we don’t transfer it into action, it is 

nothing.  

 

Ummi: For me love is an activity. So if I am not really in love with a man, but he is nice and 

he is a really good man to be with, I think it is okay for me to have a relationship with him. 

Because love is what we do, not what we think or feel, it is about what we do.  

Here love is active too: it is ‘doing love’. Doing love consists of all activities that display 

affection in a pacaran-relationship. The most predominant act of love is caring, although love is 

also described as: love is sharing, doing things together or giving good things. Ideally doing love 

is giving attention to your pacar when he/she needs it, for example, by doing ‘good things’ like 

giving food when you boy/girlfriend is hungry and out of money.  

The academic students state that the key reasons why they are interested in a certain 

boy or girl are related to personality, such as a joyful character and a good attitude. Seven 

students told me in the interviews that they wanted someone who was smart. There was quite 

some emphasis on the necessity of a clever pacar both with boys and girls. Widya for instance 

stated:  

[My friends] think I am not very cocok [compatible]. Cocok you know? I not very match 

with him. Because he is not smart like me. They tell that. They said the boy is not smarter 

than me, ehh… There is no independence maybe.  

In the eyes of her friends Widya fell in love with a man who is dependent on her. Several men 

wanted a woman who could take care of herself. This is perhaps due to the fact that many 

parents emphasise the importance of securing the future household’s income. Widya also 

stresses the important of compatibility of characters for feeling love. The idea is that smart 

people are the best match for people with a high education, which is also visible in the 

following statement from Ummi: “Why he has to be smart? Because I learnt from my family – 

my father is smart, but my mother is not really smart – and they divorced, because of the 
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different mindset.” This makes intelligence a matter of some urgency as divorce is – as we will 

see in chapter 5 – a pivotal fear of most students.  

 Thus the ideal man or woman is one who is smart, is caring and behaves well. 

Significantly, all these reasons, except appearance, are aspects of a person you cannot see at 

first sight. Although beauty [cantik] and handsome [ganteng] were mentioned by two 

interviewees, they did not appear to be major factors for the students for falling in love. This is 

not to say that appearance is irrelevant or that students will go out with everyone who has a 

good character. Instead, I say that the beauty/handsome argument is not central in their mate 

selection ideology.  

Indonesian conceptualisations of love shed a new light on existing work on implicit 

theories underlying romantic relationships (see Knee, 1998, p. 361). These theories primarily 

describe love as something passive and uncontrollable. It now becomes clear that these 

findings primarily grounded in data from Euro-American societies are largely not applicable to 

Indonesian theories about romanticism. Indonesian students do not believe that love can 

strike at first sight and that one should follow the heart rather than the mind. Rather love is an 

active rational process of consideration and liking is instead associated with many of the 

features summarised by Knee as underlying romanticism. This shows that the spread of the 

companionate marriage ideology does in this case not seem to cause a convergence on the 

definition of love. It also reaffirms that love – and emotions in general – should not be taken 

for granted.  

Love clearly gets a different conceptualisation then those that have been described in 

literature on Euro-American societies. The idea that love is pair-bondedness (Money, 1980) 

and a intense longing for a union (Hatfield & Rapson, 1993) are not wrong per se, but they do 

not take the process towards this feeling into account. It is precisely this process that is central 

in the young Indonesians’ concept of love. Their rational process of considering the pro’s and 

con’s of a relationship echoes the rationality of partner choice in arranged marriage.  

There is one key element missing here. Falling in love is circumscribed by a number of 

boundaries that almost seem natural to the students. They are so incorporated that love 

outside these boundaries is rarely considered. I am talking about perspectives. These views on 

life are central to students’ conceptions of love and relationship and therefore I will dedicate 

the following chapter solely to exploring this notion. 
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Chapter 4 – Building a Perspective 

Compatible kəmpᴂtəbəl  

Harmonious harmóᴜniəs

As Bennett (2002, p. 100) has noted, marriage is a desirable and inevitable goal in the lives of 

Indonesians. This goal is nowadays achieved through courting and the pursued of serious 

relationships. Feeling love is widely regarded a necessity for engaging in a serious relationship, 

but over and over again students stressed the importance of a couple sharing the same 

perspective. Perspectives are indeed central to mate selection of young Indonesians. Your 

perspective includes all kind of personal characteristics that make you perceive the world in a 

certain way. They are the values you uphold. They use different terms for this: ‘perspective’, 

‘perception’, ‘mind’ and ‘way of life’. A discrepancy between two perspectives can stop all 

courting activities and lead to a break-up: 

I: And what are reasons for you to break up? 

Anissa: Reasons for break up maybe... Different perception makes me [feel] hurt.  

I: Different perception on what? 

A: On anything. It is bad.  

I: But different perception... what do you mean? 

A: You know perception? 

I: Like the way [of life]... 

A: Yes, the perception between me and you is different. 

 

I: So what reasons are there for you to stop the relationship? Like, imagine, imagine, you 

have a relationship, what reasons are there for you to stop or to cut the relationship with 

your pacaran? 

*…+ 

Widya: Maybe a difference of mind. Bad attitude. And very bad kekang [literally: reins] 

Possessive. *…+ 

I: So you say difference of mind, what does it mean?  

W: For [dealing with] problems maybe. [Finding] the solutions. The hardest problems 

maybe like religion. 

Perspectives are central points of consideration in feeling love and engaging in a serious 

relationship, but they do, in theory, not – or seldom – hinder liking. In this chapter I will 

describe the two most prominent features that shape someone’s way of life according to the 

students: religion and ethnicity/culture. 
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4.1  RELIGION 

Both men and women, Christians and Muslims, and old and young regard religion as a key 

factor in the mate selection process. Jeri, for instance, told his mother when he found a 

girlfriend: “she is kind hearted and good in religion.”  Anissa told me that her criteria for a man 

were: “clever, must be nice, must be saleh [pious], like rajin [diligent], always learn about 

Islam.” What is even more important than ‘being good’ in religion is ‘being good’ in the same 

religion.  

I: So how do you decide who you will marry? 

Sindy: Ehh my criteria is… first, he should have a right perspective with me… Well I came 

from a Christian family, yeah this is not about religion, but I really want that my husband 

has a relationship with God. [...]  

I: You say he should be close to God, but should he be Christian or can it be any religion? 

S: Yeah, it should be close to God with, you know, same perspective like me. So the value 

of Christianity. 

 

I: So what kind of qualities do you seek in a husband? 

Ummi: First he have to be smart and second he has to be the same religion of course, 

that’s it. 

Nearly all students state they do not want to marry a pacar of a different religion. They also 

state that parents will not accept a marriage with someone of a different religion 

 For marriage a different religion seems to be an almost insurmountable impediment. 

Generally interfaith marriages are not considered as a serious possibility. It is a self-evident 

criterion in the mate selection process. When asked directly about interfaith marriage, Wie 

claims that it will lead to problems: “Who will cook the food in Ramadan?” Anissa states that it 

is ‘not funny’ that you cannot celebrate holidays together and therefore she doesn’t want it, 

but it is rather unlikely that this is all there is to it. Indeed, there are several more fundamental 

reasons for students not to engage in interfaith marriage.  

First, a very practical reason: the wedding ceremonies of two different religions do not 

match. 

Anissa: Marriage in Indonesia is very complicated, there are so many rules. Marriage is not 

only about yourself, but about people around you. The family, the big family, the 

neighbourhood. Marriage is a complicated ceremony.  

 

Ivan: A different religion (for example Muslim and Christian) is maybe not an obstacle if 

both persons have the power from the heart to build a relationship. They don’t think 

about religion. But religion becomes important when the wedding ceremony is planned. 

This is difficult not only for the couple, but also to explain it to the family. It is difficult, 
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when they have to decide it, there can be problems. But they can marry in a different 

country. 

Many students consider it almost impossible to align two different marriage ceremonies. Not 

only is interfaith marriage often not desired by a students’ wider family, the family will also 

scrutinise whether religious, and also cultural rules as I will show in the next paragraph, are 

accurately observed in the ceremony.  

 Second, religious rules governing marriage do not allow interfaith marriages. Islamic 

custom dictates that a woman should not marry a man of another religion. Most women 

uphold this law. Dewi says: “Yes, religion is very important. In Islam if with another religion… 

tidak boleh *not allowed+… a hubungan *relationship+ with another religion.” Christian students 

do not talk about a ban on interfaith marriages out of religious doctrines in their religion.  

 A third reason is family disapproval. One of the most cited reasons for the impossibility 

of interfaith marriage is the negative reaction of parents or the wider family. Family 

disapproval does not only mean parents will be disappointed or angry. Transgressions can 

sometimes lead to severe punishment for the person in question and also for his direct family 

when he or she engages in a marriage with a different religion. One student from Timor-Leste 

said that supernatural powers could kill you if you violate this rule. Two Bataknese students 

were afraid they would get separated from their family. Jeri: “For me in my family, Christian is 

an absolute must. If I dare to marry someone of a different religion, I will get expelled from my 

family.”  

After consideration, Noey feels love for a girl of a different religion. He takes this 

‘problem’ to his parents, but they refuse to accept his beloved. They fear the consequences for 

their family. As a result, Noey breaks with this girl. Most students will not defy their parents’ 

wishes and break-up with their pacar if he or she is deemed unacceptable. Noey says:  

I once was in love with a girl with a different religion. I called my parents to ask for advice. 

My mom said: ‘Please, if you get this relationship I am not your mother anymore’. Because 

of that I don’t have the relationship.  

I: Why is that so important? 

N: I don’t know, my mother has faith with Christian values. My mother said to me: ‘If you 

get married with another religion, your family will separate with our family. That will 

create a gap.’ 

I: Between your close family and the rest of the family. 

N: Yes, my parent-family and the rest of the family. If I married. Because of that… my 

mother don’t like that, but she hopes: ‘If you married you can still have a good 

communication, good relation with parent family and your brother.’ Because my mother 

has seen if people marry another religion, that family will separate with parents, with 

parents-family. They will not have good relationship with that family. Because of that, my 
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mother is kuatir [afraid], afraid for that relation. *…+ But my father *…+ has given more free 

choice to my brother about his baptism. But the orthodox thinking, especially about 

marriage, I do believe they will be angry if I marry another religion. Or maybe my mother 

will be sad.  

Making his mother sad is a big deterrent for Noey. He will thus follow his parents’ wishes and 

take distance until the liking disappears. If parents did not accept a pacar, almost all students 

would break up that relationship as long as the parents had reasonable arguments. There was 

room however for discussion and one often had the opportunity to change a pacar’s behaviour 

to resemble the parents’ ideals. 

An important impediment for interfaith marriage is having a difference in values, or, in 

other words, a different perspective on life.  

I:  So it doesn’t matter for you if someone is of a different religion? 

Soni: I think it really doesn’t matter. Maybe my parents still: “Oh that’s different”. But *…+ 

this the relationship between one girl and one man. The relationship in my religion is me 

and my God. *…+ It really doesn’t matter for me. But if I can choose being the same is a 

better way than being different. But if there is not another choice, there is only one 

choice, a different religion doesn’t matter for me. 

I: Why is it better to have the same religion? 

S: It is more easy to be together. It is more easy if I can be inside her family. But not so 

easy when using different religion, maybe I must know about the culture of that family. 

But if it is the same religion I know. The culture is like this and this and this.  

Sindy: Yeah the feelings [of love] ends [because of a difference in religion], because you 

know I am.. It is not because I am a radical Christian, but I don’t know, I am just looking for 

such people [Christians] because I have experience with that value that I am trying to 

practice now and so I just want to share it with people who have the same values. I don’t 

think it is really about religion, but about Christian values for me. For me Christianity is not 

kind of a religion, but a way of life.  

For many, this difference in perspective is a reason to throw doubt on the stability of the 

relationship. Noey says:  

In my experience, the potency of divorce in marriage there are lot of in another religion 

than Christian. And people don’t have a good character, strong character. But I can see the 

potency of divorced marriage is less, is better, with Christian people. They can still keep 

their relationship without divorce until die. Because Christian people as I know, Christian 

people have value marriage is just for once. 

Several students hinted indirectly at this possibility of divorce: “One family should have one 

perspective, one act and one faith. Two religions is a different perspective and act, it leads to 

destruction.” As we will see in chapter 5, this fear for divorce is a powerful deterrence. 
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The difference in values can also become a problem when you have children. Wie says: 

“Our children will have difficulty to choose which one they will follow. So I prefer not to have a 

wife of a different religion, although it is okay.” For his parents, a marriage partner of a 

different religion is not a problem, but for his children it will become difficult which 

perspective to choose. Several students stated that children could become confused from 

interfaith relationships.  

So how do students react when they feel love for someone of a different religion and 

are afraid it will lead to destruction? There is a difference between relationships and marriage. 

If we look at relationships, different faiths are seen as somewhat less of an obstacle. In young 

Indonesians’ relationships (see § 5.2), where there is no consideration of the consequences of 

the relationship, it is possible to have interfaith relationships. According to the students these 

relationships are often not seen as problematic to parents or teachers. When they are older, 

students in fun relationships (see § 5.3) understand the consequences, but they circumvent 

these by keeping the relationship secret – or backstreet as they call it. Often friends know 

about the relationship, but family is not informed. Therefore these students are more free to 

choose a partner of another religion. For serious relationships which often has marriage as its 

goal (see §5.4), most students are unwilling or hesitant to bond with someone of a different 

religion, but contrary to marriage itself there are still some possibilities: 

I: So you are free to choose? You can choose anyone you want? [Roy adds: like religion] 

Ernan: For pacaran or for my wife? 

I: For both. 

E: For a relationship and not getting married everything is okay, it doesn’t matter. For 

getting married it will give problems, so I should get same religion. 

 

I: Can you have relationship with someone of a different religion? 

Anissa: For my relationship it is not important, but for my marriage it is important. I must 

be marry with same religion. 

In a group discussion one student said that the power of love can overcome obstacles as long 

as you agree on the goals of life. Therefore he has no problem to marry a girl from a different 

religion, but when asked by other students what to do if your family disapproves, he had no 

answer.  

Serious relationships between pacars of different religions thus sometimes take place, 

although I only encountered one such couple during my fieldwork. Irma is now in a second 

serious relationship with a Muslim. She herself is Hindu. She doesn’t mind that many people 

think her relationship will not work. Her mother was Christian and became Hindu to marry her 
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father and both her parents understand her decision. Indonesia’s marriage law does, in 

practice, not support interfaith marriages. Irma does not have an answer for this obstacle. She 

says she just “goes with the flow”16. There are other students that state similar things, they will 

follow their love, because, as they say it: “God has planning for our lives. I hope my husband is 

Muslim. This is just my planning, I don’t know about God’s planning.” 

For most students however, this is not considered as a serious option. Even those who 

believe that God already had chosen a marriage partner generally assumed that this was one 

of the same religion. There is no going with the flow. Either because they do not love people 

from a different religion or because they make sure the love stops. One girl said: 

I: So what will you do if you fall in love with someone who is Muslim?  

Sindy: Well I think… Well maybe there is a possibility like that, but I think if I fall… Well I 

ever fell in love with a Muslim and I see that we have a different perspective and I just 

don’t, you know, be really in love.  

Her love is ‘weak love’, because the perspectives are so different. Again the strength of a 

compatible marriage partner is emphasised.  

Most students, however, do like men or women of different religions from time to time. 

Since a consideration of their feelings will often lead to a negative outcome, they take 

preventive measures to make sure that there will be no love; thus – since a break-up is seen as 

inevitable – preventing a broken heart. See for instance how Maiya and Noey use the 

approachment period to find out the religion of the one they love and prevent a broken heart:  

Maiya: A relationship is sharing together. Before becoming a pacar there is an 

approachment. When I find out that the boy has a different religion I don’t make 

approachment anymore or a relationship. Because approachment is the way to 

relationship. We can still be friends. *…+ If I know the boy has a different religion I’ll go 

away from him immediately till I know his feelings are gone.  

 

Noey: I was afraid to make a relationship with another religion, because maybe how 

would that affect family and myself... Because of that, I didn’t tell my feeling *to the girl+ 

and I stopped my feeling. 

This Christian girl and Muslim boy will break off their approachment and stop their feelings. 

They are not the only ones. Another girl, Putri, once had a secret relationship with a boy of a 

different religion. Putri was in love, but they broke up because they saw no future in this 
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 The same is true for two gay men. Although they would like to get married, they cannot marry with a 
man. If I ask them how they will deal with this, they just answer: “go with the flow”. Interestingly, for 
them marriage was of no concern in a relationship. 
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relationship because of a ‘difference of mind’, a different perspective on life. Now Putri would 

never express her love anymore to a boy of another religion:  

I: What is important for you in a relationship? 

P: I think commitment and trust and religion. I learned from the experience. I don’t want 

to be hurt anymore. I first have friendship with someone. I don’t believe in love at first 

sight. When the religion is different, I will stop the feelings.  

I: You stop your feelings or stop seeing the boy? 

P: I stop relation and feelings and we just become friends. 

I: Isn’t that difficult? 

P: Yeah, it is, but God will help me. 

It is the inevitability of a break-up that students fear in an interfaith relationship. At some 

point the relationship will break and then you feel hurt and the whole undertaking has been a 

“waste of time.”  

 Not surprisingly, interfaith relationships regularly are not serious (see § 5.3) and are 

therefore not shared with other family members, certainly not parents. Soni says: 

If *I tell+ my parents… it is very sensitive. If they know: “oh my god, my son is making 

relationship with another religion.” With the same religion I always: “Mom, I make a 

relationship with her” and “Mom, I have a problem like this and this”. I share, but it is 

secret to my parents whom I make relationship with who [if they have another religion].  

This is an interesting statement, because earlier in the interview SONI expresses to have no 

trouble at all engaging in a relationship with a different religion. Several students pointed out 

that religion was no problem for a relationship, but described during the interview how 

undesirable it was. Their stories are quite similar to Soni’s (box 4.1). 

 One way a two-religion marriage can happen is by not having two religions, this means 

changing one’s religion to the other’s, or, to be more correct, a conversion by the pacar to the 

religion of the student. No student stated they would convert when they were in love and 

wanted to marry a pacar. Parents also warned their children not to convert. But if the pacar 

was willing to convert this is a great leap towards a green light for marriage. Students 

emphasise that conversion should happen because of own conviction, not because of love or 

pressure from the pacar’s family. That is a wrong reason and will make following the religious 

rules difficult.  

 Perhaps the most interesting thing about this concern with interfaith marriages is that 

not one student mentions the 1974 marriage law that makes the establishment of these 

marriages impossible. The law is apparently not seen as an encumbrance. This is probably due 

to the aforementioned deterrents for interfaith marriage. The students – except Irma – do not 
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even consider the possibility of marriage with another and thus do not come near this legal 

barrier. Thus it is not the law that makes interfaith marriage impossible, but an emphasis on a 

shared perspective, practical difficulties and the wider family do. 

 

 

Box 4.1 – Love and religion 
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4.2 ETHNICITY  

The Indonesian word suku literally means ‘extended family’ or ‘ethnic group’ (Echols & Shadily, 

Kamus Indonesia-Inggris (3rd Ed.), 1992, p. 531). However, students do not just mean the 

group, but more in particular its specific cultural values, rituals, beliefs; in short its perspective 

on the world. Suku is a second important factor in creating a perspective on life. It is, however, 

much less seen as an obstacle for a relationship or getting married. Here are some of the 

students’ thoughts about relationships with a different suku: 

Eki: He has a very different character and I was afraid we would not match. I am from 

Ambon, he is from Sunda, but he has a soft character. 

 

I: Would a different suku be a problem? 

Anissa: Different culture is not so different, because different culture is just culture, not 

about religion. About religion is more sensitive, more than culture. Culture [is] not a big 

deal. So if different culture no problem. If different country, maybe like you... it is no 

problem. But religion is so important, because religion is always together praying to God, 

like that.  

 

Dewi: I think a different culture is okay. 

 

Ernan: Different suku doesn’t matter, the religion is the most important. 

 

Jeri: We Batak people seek the same ethnic to get married with. [...] My family would get 

furious if I get serious with a non-Bataknese. 

A different ethnic is a serious obstacle for starting a relationship for about half of the students I 

interviewed. The other half just said it didn’t matter, they immediately pointed at religion as 

the determining factor. Suku or culture are perceived as values that are less difficult to change 

than religion. With talking and working it is possible to make a common perspective with 

someone of a different ethnicity. 

For those seeing ethnicity or culture as an obstacle, many talked in stereotypes, 

making ethnicities homogenous groups. Eki connects different ethnicities to different 

characters and she is certainly not the only one. Sociologist Suyanto (In Harsaputra, 2010) said 

ethnic prejudices still permeate Indonesian society, the statements from the students support 

this claim. For instance, the differences between Javanese and Sundanese were told many 

times by people of diverse ethnic background in different versions, but always containing the 

same stereotypes: 
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*Javanese+ parents often warn their children: don’t marry a Sundanese. Javanese say that 

Sundanese women only want money and status. Sundanese man are seen as lazy. The 

Sundanese, on the other hand, say that Javanese only work and never relax. 

 

I had to break up the relation because my parents did not like the boy I was in love with. 

You know why? Well he was too old, 27. Second, he had no job… And I will share with you 

a secret, okay? The other reason was that he was Sundanese, and they are more 

materialistic. Sundanese are more interested in money than in love. 

The Sundanese and Javanese both inhabit Java. However, since long intermarriage has been 

deterred by both sides. Although some students did not believe the sayings of their parents or 

grandparents about Sundanese, other said that of course not all Sundanese were like that, but 

“maybe around 98% is.” 

Three students – two Javanese, one Sundanese – explicitly trace this discouraging of 

intermarriage back to the time of the Majapahit empire fought against the Sundanese empire 

(14th century Java). This story shows the terrible consequences of loveless forced marriage (see 

box 5.2). A second explanation is that Java and Sunda are like brothers, the elder and younger 

respectively, if they marry each other it would be like marrying your own brother. 

  An often identified problem is similar to interfaith marriages: the wedding ceremonies 

of different cultures do not match. Students fear that the wider family will not accept or talk 

bad about a deviant marriage ceremony.  This fear does not seem farfetched, as is clear from 

Karina’s story: 

It is very different from Europe, you can choose your wedding right? Here in Java you 

cannot choose the ceremony, if you do it different, people will gossip. Like in Java it is 

important to use a lot of jasmine. My niece married someone from Sumatera. In Sumatera 

it is very difficult to get jasmine. My grandma was not happy that my niece married with a 

Sumateran boy, because she was afraid that it would not be a correct Javanese wedding. 

At the day of the wedding my nenek [grandma] was present when my niece put on her 

make-up. She noticed that the jasmine did not look fresh. The make-up man told her that 

the jasmine was from Jakarta and was frozen to keep it fresh. My grandmother left and 

stayed in her hotel during the wedding. After the wedding they spoke each other again. 

My grandma wanted that the marriage would be done again and thus in Java we did the 

marriage again, but smaller. 

For the students that were concerned about ethnicity, most will court within their own ethnic 

group. Most often, according to the students, young Indonesians will look for other ethnic 

migrants in the region where they study, but I also often encountered students who 

maintained long distance relationships with their pacars in their home towns. 

 Thus here too love is circumscribed by practical problems and a difference of mind 

(different values). This makes intercultural relationships for some undesirable. Love is seen as 
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being able to change cultural habits and values to some degree whereas with religion this is 

very difficult. Although parents’ disapproval is less focused on intercultural than on 

interreligious marriages, often they still actively discourage their children to marry with other 

ethnicities by using stereotypical depictions of those ethnicities. In the end students often still 

prefer pacars of the same ethnicity and religion. Taking distance and eliminating all possibility 

of feeling love is the common response. 

 

 

Box 4.2 – Babad Tanah Jawi [The chronicle of the land of Java] 
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Chapter 5 – Marriage and Three Types of Relationship 

Although love has become an important, if not indispensable, criterion for selecting a marriage 

candidate, it is closely tight with sharing a same perspective. If perspectives differ, there is 

often no love and no willingness to pursue a serious relationship. As noted, marriage is very 

important in Indonesia. This was echoed by my students. When I asked them how their lives 

would be in 10 years, literally all wanted before anything else to be married, be a good spouse 

and often to have more than one child. A secondary desire was having a good career and 

making their parents happy.  

Interestingly, getting married, studying well and getting a good career were precisely 

what made parents happy. Students often expressed to be afraid to hurt their parents. By 

keeping controversial relationships (primarily interreligious relationships, but also those with 

disreputable girls or boys) secret, also called backstreet, from their parents, they sought 

freedom and tried to avoid ‘damaging’ their parents. Backstreet relationships have also been 

noted by Smith-Hefner (2005, p. 452) and Bennett (2002, pp. 106-108), but both failed to 

notice that besides enlarging courting freedom, protecting parents’ feelings is the main 

objective. Furthermore these backstreet relations generally belong to a specific type of 

relationships, namely fun relationships, and are often not considered to be serious 

relationships. In fact students distinguish between three different types of relationships, each 

with a different position of love and intention. Before exploring these three domains, I will 

explain why marriage is so important to young Indonesians. 

Students have several reasons for wanting to marry. The most important reason is that 

it is simply not a question whether you will get married or not; it is just a part of life. This 

naturalness of marriage stems primarily from three ways of thinking about life. First, marriage 

is seen from a religious perspective: “*Marriage+ is just a part of life. Why marrying is 

important for me... In my religion you have to get married for the tree of life. My al-Qur’an 

says like that.”  

Second, a marriage is the way to having children. One becomes a full man or woman 

through having children (Howard, 1996, pp. 13, 172; Retsikas, 2010, p. 483). Marriage creates 

the possibility of having children as premarital pregnancy is severely stigmatised (Blackwood, 
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2007, p. 296). Having children is important to students. According to my interpreter this is due 

to the fact that these children can take care of their parents when they grow old. This surely is 

part of the explanation why having children is important, as Yuli told me in an interview: “I 

need someone to look after me besides my parents, my brothers and my husband”.  

Many students give an altogether different view: they want to become like their 

parents. It is not that students want to be exactly like their parents, but more that they regard 

the ‘parent stage’ to be the the final or most important stage of life. Anissa says: “If you have 

someone beside you until you are old, you feel comfort, you feel happy. Like your parents. You 

feel happy if you look at your parents together and I think it is good, it is nice.” Having children 

makes you resemble your parents, indicating that you have reached the ultimate state of a 

relationship. It completes the lives of both men and women. One man had a very different 

reason for having children. It was not usual for his people to pass on a family name, but he 

wants to create a new bloodline and become the first ‘emperor’ in his family. 

 Besides having children and this naturalness of marriage another motive was given. As 

pointed out before age is very important for marriage, especially for women. The common 

thought is that a woman should marry before she turns 30. If she is 30-up and unmarried, 

“everyone will say you’re a perawan tua”, an old virgin. Anissa says this is very dangerous for a 

woman: “If 30-up it is difficult to marry because every woman feels comfortable with her 

single status. It is already biasa *normal+ to be single.” Karina states that there is a judgement 

from the neighborhood if you remain unmarried as a woman: “We call it perawan tua, an old 

virgin. But for a man it is often okay, if he has a career. It is not fair.” Noey confirmed this 

feeling: “*I want to+ marry before I am 30, because I want to have children for a long time and 

because there are not many nice girls left for marriage”.  

Unmarried women of ‘advanced age’ can experience problems. At a group discussion 

with master and PhD students Law at UNPAS Lidia, a single woman in her thirties, says: 

In my parent’s village something must be wrong with you if you do not marry *young+. But 

I think most often if you have a pacaran it is more acceptable than [being] a single woman. 

And it is changing in big towns, people are not as narrow minded anymore. But when I’m 

home with my parents, people think it is strange. I do not often go back. They ask so many 

questions about it, it is terrible. I want a family and I’m not so concerned with my career, I 

just wait till I meet someone I love. I love what I’m doing right now. But there it is unusual. 

My parents respect my choice. Other family do not. They ask a lot about it. I do care what 

they think of me, but I am not going to let it direct my life. I think this story is common in 

Indonesia, but it is changing. In the village they learn only marriage can cause happiness. 

But of course this is not always the case.  
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Women who are not married before this age are clearly seen by most men and women as a 

failure. There must be something wrong with them. This age limit seems to be more and more 

contested by women, but young women still feel the pressure and prefer to have a men before 

they reach 30, if only to comfort their parents.  

Other reasons for marriage were given, though less frequently, such as making a 

partner ‘your possession’ and being able to have sex. Two men who identified themselves as 

Batak17 stressed the importance of being the oldest son in their culture. One, Jeri, also 

emphasised his need and wish to uphold a large family. This is apparent from the next except 

from an interview with him: 

I: So marrying is important for you? 

J: For me personally yes. It is very important. I am the oldest son, remember. I have to 

have a wife, to support my status as a king. And... oh yeah. I told you my family is a big 

family, a lot of relatives. I need to maintain it. I need to maintain it as a big family.  

I: Oh you want to keep your family big? 

J: I have to and I want to. 

[...] 

J: It is joyful you know, to have a lot of cousins, to have a lot of uncles, it is very beautiful 

for me. So I want to keep it that way.  

Among the Batak the man as the king of the household, without a queen his life is not 

complete. This can be seen as marriage as a part of life too, however, in the interview he 

stresses his Batakness.  

This is quite unique. As with definitions of love, there seems to be little cultural 

variation in the reasons to marry. If we keep in mind Indonesia’s diversity in both ethnic and 

cultural groups, this is surprising. For most students marriage is an imperative, love is key to 

finding a marriage partner, but love is circumscribed by sharing a same perspective. This 

appears to be a relatively uniform wish to marry for the stated reasons among Bandungnese 

academic students. It thus seems that the companionate marriage ideology has taken on a 

national character with a relatively uniform definition of love. This is similar to Boellstorff 

(2005, pp. 216-217) when he states that Indonesia has become a gay archipelago, meaning 

that Indonesian gay subjectivities have taken on a national character. This is to say: “The 

concepts ‘gay’ and ‘lesbi’ are certainly shaped by globalizing processes, but the nation is the 

spatial scale and cultural-political-economic form through which gay and lesbi are experienced 

as social facts” (Ibid., p. 216). The same can be said about the new love and marriage ideology, 
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of course the ideologies are clearly influenced by globalising processes and there is bound to 

be some degree of cultural variation, but these seem to be minor. 

Part of this national marriage and love constellation is a fear for divorce. This was 

particularly expressed by the older students. One student expressed his fear for divorce as 

follows: 

When you divorce you haven’t been loyal to your wife. *…+ If I would divorce with my wife 

I think my family will be destroyed, *…+ because of the divorce. My own family, my 

children… I see a lot of bad impact of divorce. The child will be wild, the character will be 

bad. The child will get druk, will go to discotheque, to club. Yeah, the family will be 

destroyed. 

Many hoped to have only one marriage partner in life. Jeri says: “Christianity says you have 

only one wife and that is till death do you part. No room for cerai [divorce].” Also for Muslims, 

having a solid marriage was desired: “I want to have a perfect wife, marry until death, *that is 

why+ I think I want a relationship first.” Partner selection through courting is here linked to the 

diminishing of divorce. As I have showed in chapter 4, many students thought that interfaith 

marriages were prone to separation. 

One 27-year-old student stated that “globalisation changes *students’+ lifestyle and 

culture. Children should know the better way. If you do not teach them, they will not recognize 

the culture and moral values. *It+ leads to divorce.” This, however, appears to be untrue. Jones 

(1997, p. 100) shows that while in the 40’s in both rural and urban areas 28% of those married 

divorced within three years of marriage, this had fallen to 10% in urban and 20% in rural areas 

in the 60’s. Indonesian divorce rates have been falling until at least the 90’s (Ibid., fig. 1). This 

development has been instigated by Islamic revivalism, a rising age of marriage, and a 

government concern to strengthen the stability of marriage both by setting up marriage 

counseling boards and enacting the 1974 Marriage Law that sent divorce requests to religious 

courts (Ibid., p. 107). 

However, hitherto a major cause of divorce was “that many couples were incompatible 

from the start as a result of the system of mate selection, as well as being immature, and that 

society did not frown too strongly on dissolution of such marriages” (Jones, 1997, p. 108). 

When Indonesia’s marriage ideology changed from an arranged marriage to a companionate 

marriage system, it laid the responsibility of mate selection with the couple. This means the 

couples themselves are primarily accountable for a divorce. This might very well explain 

students’ fear for divorce. This suggestion is supported by Li (1989, p. 35) who states that 
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Malay parents in Singapore no longer want to arrange marriages in fear of receiving blame 

when there is a break-up. 

 

5.1  APPROACHMENT  

An important aspect of the new marriage ideology is courtship. In an arranged marriage 

system courtship is hardly needed as parents decided rationally the most advantageous 

marriage candidate. Nowadays every Saturday night young couples gather at the numerous 

malls, restaurants and coffee places in Bandung. They call this malam Minggu18 and for many it 

is time reserved to hang out with their boy- or girlfriend. Jeri told me: “[My girlfriend] 

demands Saturday and Sunday for her.” This means he goes with her to karaoke, to a movie or 

other places where they can have fun together.  

 The couples practicing malam Minggu are called pacaran in Indonesia. This is derived 

from pacar19, the word signifying a boy- or girlfriend. It is not easy to come up with a definition 

of what pacaran is, as its meaning varies from person to person. However, giving more 

attention and caring are mentioned by most students as basic elements of all pacaran-

relationships. Interestingly, the activity of doing things together as a couple is also called 

pacaran, in this way, like doing love, Indonesians do a relationship. In Bahasa Indonesia dating 

language consists of relatively new terms, indicating that this way of courting has just recently 

become general. This is visible from the many English words that have become connected to 

these relationships over the last 20 years, e.g. having fun, traoma [trauma], serius [serious], 

enjoi [enjoy], and playboy (Smith-Hefner, 2005, p. 451).    

Despite this omnipresence of dating, some students still fear arranged marriages. This 

was especially true if they thought their courting was failing. Soni says: “My theory is if I do not 

introduce my girlfriend to my family, my family will think my son never brings a girl at home. 

They will choose by themselves”. However, he states that this fear is probably unfounded. 

Girls, however, feel that the possibility of arranged marriage is quite real, although two female 

anthropology students do not fear it:  

                                                           
18

 Saturday night, literally: the night before Sunday. 
19 Significantly, John Echols and Hassan Shadily’s first translation for pacar is ‘fiancé/fiancée’ (Echols & 

Shadily, 1989, p. 401; Smith-Hefner, 2005, p. 451) 
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I: When I explain my current research and tell that I heard Indonesians should be married 

before their thirties, both girls hold their hands before their eyes and laugh/sigh. They 

know all about it. 

Amie: For Javanese, the common age of marriage in is 27 or 28 for men and 25 for 

women.  

Karina: I am from East-Java. We call it brondong [a young man who has a relationship with 

an far older woman], it becomes more accepted now public figures like artists remain 

single longer. But there is still a lot of pressure [to marry young]. On my sister there is a lot 

of pressure to marry. She lives in Jakarta and focuses on her career. She is now 28 and my 

parents are getting worried. They are trying to match her with a boy, sort of an arranged 

marriage. She is okay with this. In the end, she will just deny the boy and search herself.  

Maybe she is just buying time.  

In general students’ parents don’t seem to worry about the marriage chances of their children. 

This is probably because the students were still quite young and a successful completion of 

their studies is parents’ main concern.  

Parents usually seem to respect the choice of their children about the timing of 

marriage, but prefer a marriage before a girl turns ‘old’. There was however one woman who 

was already in her thirties that said: “I want a family and I’m not so concerned with my career, 

I just wait till I meet someone I love. I love what I’m doing right now. *…+ My parents respect 

my choice.” Anissa is much younger and says: “Some days, *my mother+ asks me: ‘when will 

you get married with him?’ I think: ‘Mom, I am so young to get married.’ *…+ But my mom not 

to push me, but just to ask.” If parents get uncomfortable, they sometimes try to help their 

children by looking for suitable marriage candidates. Jeri said: “*My mother+ asked if I was 

seeing someone serious. She could introduce me to some girls of good families.” This is not 

desired by the students who want to choose themselves. Students do not think the intentions 

of the parents are bad, rather they think they should find a suitable match themselves on basis 

of reciprocated feelings of love to be happy and to have a successful relationship. 

Indeed, despite parents attempts to ‘help’ select a partner, all students I spoke state 

that (1) they are the ones who will choose their spouses, not their parents and (2) that some 

form of approachment is needed to decide if the spouse is the right marriage partner [jodoh].  

To most students arranged marriages seem outdated; as something of their parents’ 

generation: 

Widya: My mother marriage at 17. It’s too young. My mother has jodohan, you know? 

I: arranged marriage. 

W: Yeah arranged by her parents. 

I: but she didn’t want it for you? 

W: Yes, I am free. I am free to decide my future.  
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Widya is free to decide her own future she says and there will be no arranged marriage. Others 

agree with this, Ivan for instance, states about Indonesia and his native country Timor-Leste: 

“20 years ago there was still perjodohan [arranged marriage], this has now changed, but 

people are afraid for the religious and cultural rules.” He makes clear that the choosing of a 

mate is often not as unrestricted as Widya describes it. And indeed, as I have showed in the 

previous chapter, matching perspectives are seen as essential for a successful relationship and 

social penalties prevent interfaith – and sometimes intercultural – relationships further.  

When students realise they love someone and want to start a serious relationship, 

they are already on the road towards marriage (see § 5.2). Because marriage is the fulfilment 

of the most important goal in life and divorce is the fear of many students, one has to choose 

the pacar well.  Therefore students are careful not to barge into a relationship, they use 

approachment. Approachment is not a word that is found in the English dictionary. It is a literal 

translation made by Indonesians of the word pendekatan, which translates as ‘an approach’ 

both as a movement and as a methodology (Echols & Shadily, Kamus Indonesia-Inggris (3rd 

Ed.), 1992, p. 136). It is often abbreviated to PDKT and what is meant by the students is 

courting; the whole of activities that is undertaken to catch the attention of the pacar, 

establish a serious relationship and end in marriage. Before engaging in a relationship early 

approachment is considered fundamental to a successful start. One student described it as 

“the way from orang asing *stranger+ to pacar”, a way that is travelled by researching what the 

girl wants or likes and impressing her.  

 Approachment is also the way students evaluate the intentions of the pacar. Love is 

seen as indispensable in the formation of a serious relationship, just as the sharing of a 

perspective. During the PDKT students find out whether the love of the other is sincere. Only 

genuine love in combination with the same perspective lessens the chance on divorce, making 

the pacar a suitable candidate for marriage.  

 Although relationships are now based upon love I have showed that young Indonesian 

conceptualisations of love are very rational and thus a serious relationship is likewise not 

something to start head over heels. Before and during a relationship one has to know whether 

the other’s perspective on life is compatible (before) and whether the returned love is sincere 

(during). Therefore approachment requires some considerable planning. The following quotes 

illustrate this: 

Noey: I will PDKT. PDKT is I want to become more close with that girl, like [1] sharing my 

time with her, maybe be close with her friends. After that process [2] I will maybe get new 
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information from this process. If that information is suitable with my value, I will follow 

up, that is [3] girlfriend. The girlfriend friendship is process too and the process give me 

more information how about her character, how about suitable or not, good or not, for 

the next future. If it suitable with my values, I will follow up, and that is [4] marriage. But 

that need a lot of process. 

Sindy: My approachment is [1] first making friends so we can know each other and [2] 

after that we can be close friends and [3] after that he can be my pacar. I want to do it 

step by step with phases so I can make an impression. Because making a relationship is 

not easy and it takes time and I don’t want to waste my time. 

Soni: I am basically from advertising [his study], so I am using AIDA, you know AIDA? 

Attention, interest, desire, action. I am using it for girls. [1] I can make attention for her; 

like if she cries, being there. I don’t say anything, just doing action for her. *2+ If I get 

attention from her and if she interests with me, she’ll try to be close to me; and *3+ she got 

desire to me and I have desire to her, I can try to make a relationship. And then the last is 

[4] action, I can ask her: “would you be my girlfriend?” 

Every level in the approachment proces involves a higher feeling of attachment and a deeper 

understanding of each other. On basis of this understanding the choice is made to go to the 

next stage or not. Caring is an important factor in generating love. By becoming closer and 

closer, the students learn about each other and are able to care even better for their pacar. 

Significantly, this way of courting is also quite rational 

All these students describe a process of approachment in strikingly similar ways. This is 

even more striking if we consider that the distance between Noey’s and Sindy’s hometown is 

roughly 3.700 kilometres; further apart than London and Caïro. Although the students have 

different characters, religions and ethnicities, they all identify different stages in the way from 

stranger to pacar although in relatively parallel ways. Again this points out that this new 

courting ideals are a national development. 

 It should be mentioned here that there are two exceptions to this process of 

approachment. One boy stated in a group discussion he did not do approachment:  

Apri: I am Muslim and I don’t think we are free *to approach+. Before I am engaged, me 

and my pacar are ta’aruf, which means we have no eye-contact and no face-to-face 

meetings and we do not make love, no kissing, this is haram [forbidden in Islam]. 

Unfortunately he did not say more about the topic. This ta’aruf, however, does not seem to be 

widespread among academic students. Most students found this stands a little bit funny or 

maybe outdated, but respected the choice. Utomo (2002, p. 216) has showed that 83.4% of 

Jakartan university students in their early twenties found a kiss on the cheeks okay when 

people were in a stable premarital relationship, for kissing the lips, this was 72 %.  
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 A second exception is students who are not allowed to enter in relationships during 

their high school and sometimes also in university. Most often these rules only apply to girls, 

Sindy comes from such a family: “If you have a relationship with a boy, my father *...+ will be 

preaching at me and actually be angry. And also my mother, because they want us to be really 

focused on school.” I know why they do that. A boy, Wie, now experiences considerable 

pressure from his mother to get married and produce children after not being allowed until 

halfway university to engage in a relationship. These students either do not engage in or enter 

secretly in relationships. Bennett (2002, p. 108) has noted that these limitations are only 

practiced by religious ‘fanatics’ and do not appear to be widespread.  

 For most students, courting is thus normal, although it should be noted that 

approachment is characterised by gender differences. It is highly inappropriate for a girl to tell 

a man that she loves him. This appears to be widespread throughout the Indonesian 

archipelago. The necessity to shield girls form temptation and danger (Jones, 1994, p. 116), is 

thus still observed by female passivity in this new marriage ideology. Roy told me: “The man 

should say he loves her first. It is tidak sopan [not polite] for girls to say they love someone. 

And girls are too shy to say it.” This can be difficult. Several girls told me they will not show a 

boy they love him as long as he does not express his love to them. Sindy was rejected by a boy 

she asked to be her boyfriend. I expressed my surprise that she told the boy she loved him, as I 

never heard it before during my fieldwork. This is her reaction: 

S: *vigorously+ That’s what I am thinking! After I share with my friends and they just give 

me a new perspective on that and I think this is new for me. [...] It is a stereotype if a girl 

says love to a boy, then that girl is not really a good girl, she’s a bad girl. *...+ It is like an 

obstacle for the people to express…, there are a lot of people who think like that. You can 

find it in my hometown, in Merauke. The people who think like that, but in this city, I 

think, maybe some people think that it is okay, because the background of their education 

and the way they think.  

I: So next time you will just say it again, or will you wait for the boy? 

S: [laughing] Well, it depends on the situation. If I am already sure about the boy I will say 

it. Like that.  

Sindy recognises that female passivity is the norm, but she defies it. Two men expressed their 

concern with girls who expressed their love to boys. One of them is Wie. He has difficulty to 

say to girls he loves them. He is not very adept at talking to girls. He really wants a relationship, 

but when a girl told him she likes him, he responded as follows: 

There is a girl now that said she likes me, but I don’t like her. *...+ It is a little bit weird 

actually that she told me, it is not usual for a girl. But I don’t really like girls who explicit 

they like a man. I don’t like girls who are aggressive. 
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He sees this kind of approach as not suitable for women. Most girls think likewise, it would 

harm their reputation. Despite an increasing freedom to court for young women, most do not 

intend to transgress these boundaries. 

 

Although marriage is a clear goal of students, this does not mean that all pacaran-relationships 

have the intention to end in marriage. With considerable more autonomy to engage in other 

types of relationships. Students distinguish three types: pacaran cinta monyet, pacaran fun 

and finally pacaran serius. On basis of feeling love, responsibility for one another and the 

intention of the relationship students make a sharp distinction within this categorisation 

between serious relationships on the one hand and cinta monyet and fun relationship on the 

other. 

 

5.2  PACARAN CINTA MONYET   

When I asked about people’s first love, most told me that this love was not ‘real love’. 

Although this was an obvious and taken for granted fact for the students, I was surprised. 

What made this first love different from ‘real love’? Students answered: ‘This was monkey 

love’. Monkey love appeared to be a common form of pacaran – often called by the Indonesian 

term cinta monyet – and it is the Indonesian equivalent of calf love.  

What are the characteristics of cinta monyet? And what makes a cinta monyet-

relationship different from the other types of pacaran? A definition of cinta monyet is given by 

Noey. This is his answer to my question “What is monkey love?”: 

For me monkey love is when we are a child. Love that doesn’t prepare with the 

pertimbangan *judgement / consideration+. The love that didn’t prepare with 

consideration, with logic, or think before. Without plans. I mean monkey love is love when 

we were child and we didn’t prepare with mind, with a plan or pertimbangan, 

consideration. It is different when we love a girl or men in senior high school or mature. If 

we are mature we will love with a lot of [consideration].  

*…+ 

I: Without [consideration]?  

N: With [consideration] I mean before we take decision about we love that girl or man, 

about why we love that girl. We will think before. But when I was child I just love and I 

didn’t think why, how and I didn’t make a consideration of the impact. 

Noey repeatedly mentions the absence of a plan, of consideration, of logic. This lack of 

rationality is central in many students’ statements on cinta monyet. They state in remarkably 

similar ways that cinta monyet is when one does not do “good thinking before” or when there 
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is “no consideration” and decisions are not based on “logic” or “a plan”. This is closely linked to 

the idea of maturity or, in other words, being a responsible adult. As one student expressed: “I 

was not mature enough, I was still in SMP [Sekolah Menengah Pertama, junior high school+”.  

It is clear that students are talking here about the same consideration that is present 

with ‘real love’ (see Chapter 3). A consideration that involves gathering information about the 

pacar-candidate, including foremost religion and ethnicity, and deliberating what the impact of 

a relationship would be on the family. Thus, cinta monyet, despite its name, is seldom 

associated with love, but instead with liking, as it does not involve consideration, see for 

example: “In a relationship is not important for me in that moment [in SMP]. Suka-suka aja 

*just liking+.”, “monkey love comes and goes, it is suka *liking+” and “Indonesian people say this 

is ‘monkey love’, cinta monyet, I just like.”  

Cinta monyet is thus characterised as liking and is seen by students as having a lower 

intensity than ‘true love’. This is closely related to the intention of the relationship.  Taufik told 

me: “It is not very special, it was more a lifestyle”. Others similarly pointed out that not having 

a pacar is more or less ‘uncool’ in junior high school. Therefore some youngsters just have 

pacaran to fit in and to uphold a fashionable lifestyle. The underlying intention of fitting in 

makes that this period of courting for many students a triviality. For Widya this was true: 

[That relationship] is not important for me. 

I: It is not important? Why is it not important? 

W: Because I think it’s..., when I am fourteen, it is not a serious love and I not thinking 

good. I not care about the boy. 

Because she thought cinta monyet had no relevance for her contemporary love life, this 

student also did not really see any purpose to discuss cinta monyet elaborately.  

All cinta monyet-relationships have in common that they do not survive once the 

pacars go to Sekolah Menengah Atas [senior high school, SMA] or university. Usually the 

students position this type of pacaran in Sekolah Dasar [elementary school, SD] and SMP, the 

time they describe themselves as children or teenagers. Cinta monyet is therefore situated in 

childhood and generally it is rare if it survives longer than one year. This is probably why 

parents and teachers do not worry about interfaith relationships at this age. They go away by 

themselves, or can be broken by sending the children to a different SMA or university – as 

happened in several cases.  
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5.3 PACARAN FUN, SECRECY AND PREMARITAL SEX   

While cinta monyet takes place in childhood or early adolescence, fun relationships start when 

a person is more mature and aware of the consequences of his or her actions. Thus, in the case 

of fun relationships, there is not an ‘absence of rationality’, instead students choose to engage 

in a fun relationship. Having fun can be hanging out together, talking, joking, going to the 

cinema or karaoke and other popular activities among urban youth. Noey states: 

Because the way of thinking in senior high school is looking for girls just for have fun. It is 

not for being my wife, just for girlfriend, just like that. And the way I think of teenager: 

they are looking for girl for have fun and just... sex maybe. [...] I mean serious love I want 

that girl being my girlfriend and my wife. But if not, it is just a little fun. 

Most students who engage in fun relationships see sex as part of the fun relationship. This 

sexual activity is seen by students as a sign of the absence of love.  

This has all to do with the societal stance on sex in premarital relationships. On the one 

hand male students admit to pursue relationships just for sex. For them it is a normal part of 

‘having fun’. Noey: “If men, according to me, want to have a girlfriend just for having fun there 

will be sex in my mind”. On the other hand most students state that having sex before 

marriage is a severe transgression. Therefore they keep their sexual activities secret to 

everyone, sometimes even to their closest friends. As I showed before, one orthodox Muslim 

student points out that he cannot look directly at or touch his girlfriend before they are 

married. Most students, however, are hesitant with sex not out of piety, but because of the 

possibility of ‘marriage through accident’. This means the girl gets pregnant and both the 

parents of the boy and girl will force their children to marry each other. Jeri argues that having 

sex with the girl, even without pregnancy, can lead to forced marriage if a family member 

would find out. “This is,” he says, “a man’s responsibility”. 

Women too express caution. No girl admitted to me ever to have had sex. Anissa 

expresses her concern about premarital pregnancy: “I am scared if I would get pregnant. 

Married by accident is so bad for my parents and I don’t do *it+, having a child before 

marriage.”  Parents are very concerned with their daughter’s sexuality. Sindy, for instance, 

went to UNPAS because her parents thought this was more ‘safe’ than Jogjakarta: “Because 

you know, my parents heard about the girls [in Jogjakarta]... they were pregnant outside of 

marriage. So my parents kind of feared that, so they send me to Bandung.” 

A second danger related to sex in fun relationship is defloration. Noey stated that he 

was afraid to have sex with some girls, because he would destroy them. I asked him what he 
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meant. He asserts that by breaking their virginity he would make them ‘bad girls’. With girls 

who already had sex before, he had no problem whatsoever to have sex, since these were 

already bad girls. No other student mentioned virginity explicity. But several said they did not 

engage in sex with ‘nice girls’ or ‘good girls’. See for example Soni, who says:  

She is a nice girl, I don’t want to hurt her. If she was a bad girl, it doesn’t matter for me, 

because it’s a bad girl.  

I: What is a bad girl and what is a nice girl?  

S: She is a nice girl because I know how her life is and how she makes relationship with 

other people. She never goes out at night and she has a good relationship in religion [with 

God]. I think this is good for her and I don’t want to break her niceness. 

Sex is thus okay when one does it with ‘bad girls’. There is also the idea that if you love or care 

for a girl you will not have sex with her. Noey states: “because in my mind if I or [other] men 

love or care with a girl, we will not have thinking of having sex with her”. Similarly Ernan says 

about a fun relationship: “Yes, I can *have a relationship without love+, but just for fun. You 

know maksudnya [the meaning]? Just for have sex.” This attitude changes when he becomes 

more attached to the girl: “At first I like her, I want to have sex, I want to have fun, but when... 

When I got more close with her, my feeling become care to her and the sex in my mind was 

lost.” Thus students see fun relationships as missing love, because when you love someone, 

you do not want to destroy her (both by depriving her of her virginity and her dignity). 

Because of the societal aversion towards premarital sexual activities, many students 

say they never engage in fun relationships. Significantly, only men talk about their fun 

relationships. There is a big disparity between men’s and women’s sexual freedom, like 

Bennett (2002, p. 98) states: “Transgressions across gendered boundaries represent 

heightened expectations of temptation and sexual indiscretions, although male spaces tend to 

be policed less than female spaces.” To avoid all presumptions, girls always proclaimed to stay 

far from these ‘shameful’ kinds of activities. They are not looking for a fun relationship and fun 

relationships are only for ‘bad girls’: girls who engaged in premarital sex and alcohol 

consumption. This coincides with Utomo’s (2002, p. 214) research among Jakartan students. 

According to him most students think premarital sex is never right. This is probably why fun 

relationships are often kept secret by both sexes. However, compared to men it is slightly less 

accepted for a woman to engage sexual activities.  

The idea that pre-marital sex is bad is also apparent from Noey’s stance towards his 

brother. He never shares about his fun relationships because he does not want to influence his 

brother, who, according to Noey, still has ‘pure thinking’ about love. Now Noey describes 
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himself as more mature and ready for a serious relationship and marriage as he wants love and 

sex to be together in marriage.  

In fun relationships there is a lower feeling of responsibility than in serious 

relationships. The following story about Indra illustrates this. Indra got caught by his girlfriend, 

when he and his selingkuh [literally meaning: dishonest or corrupt (Echols & Shadily, Kamus 

Indonesia-Inggris (3rd Ed.), 1992), but here it refers to the person with whom one is having 

affair+ were having a drink in one of Bandung’s shopping malls. His girlfriend hit him, because 

she felt betrayed as they were in a serious relationship: “She punched me in the face and 

walked away”. After this there was no contact anymore. Indra said: “Because I was cheating 

her. I wanted *the selingkuh+ for sex and *my girlfriend+ for a relationship.” With the selingkuh 

he had a fun relationship. Indra states: “We had a relationship without bonds *hubungan tanpa 

ikatan+. So afterwards we saw each other again sometimes.” For him and the selingkuh the 

event didn’t have much consequence, but with the girlfriend he had a pacaran serius. This 

meant he had certain obligations to her which were broken now.  

The feeling of love is thus of low intensity or absent in fun relationships. Boys describe 

the relationship bond as less powerful than love. Some say there is no heart, it feels empty or 

that it is just liking. When one feels love, the thought is that one does not engage in fun 

relationship with this person. Love rules out sex outside of marriage according to the students, 

since a man in love does not want to destroy his pacar. They will try to establish a serious 

relationship. This relationship involves a greater degree of caring and responsibility. Fun 

relationships are seen by women as a waste as time as it unlikely that it will develop into 

marriage.  

 

5.4 PACARAN SERIUS  

A serious relationship is different from the other two types of relationship in the responsibility 

students feel towards their pacar, the intention of the relationship and in the intensity and 

position of love. Noey tells me: “It is different when we love a girl or man in senior high school 

or [when we are] mature. If we are mature we will love with a lot of pertimbangan, 

consideration.” He continues: 

[In a fun relationship] we are sharing our time, but there is no beban [responsibility], 

keterikatan [attachment]. There is no bound, because there is no responsibility to 

another. We just sharing time.  
I: So when you become a girlfriend or boyfriend who establish a bond, there are more 

responsibilities. Like what kind of responsibilities? 
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N: First I should care for that girl. I should understand what happened with that girl. I 

should observe or make interest to that girl. Yeah, the point is I should care with that girl, 

or protect that girl. Maybe the girlfriend process is learning how to be making family, how 

to memperlakukan [treat] or present her as my wife.  
I: So you learn how you treat her as your wife and she knows how to treat you. 
N: Yeah, responsibility.  

A bond of responsibility and love are for many the primary quality of a serious relationship. 

Whereas cinta monyet and fun relationships are characterized by the idea that it is just 

playing, not serious, and something that just happens without much reason, in serious 

relationships maturity and consideration are central. Sindy, for instance, says: 

I just saw that my decisions were often based on emotion and without consideration, I 

think that is why I feel hurt like that. I think this time I was being more grown up to think 

about [this relationship]. When I make the decision with the boy [to tell him I love him], I 

know what I should do and what I can get from him and what I should take from him. 

What we have to build in that relation, I already have that in my mind and think: “this is 

the right person”. Because I think he completes me and can support me and I like his 

personality. 

Sindy has already thought much more about the relationship and states she was being more 

grown-up. Consideration means that she does not base her decision on emotions anymore, 

but instead thinks rationally. Widya similarly stresses her maturity of thinking. She is now 22 

years old and states: “I want a serious relationship. Because I think it is not a matter for playing 

games. It is not my age to playing anymore.” She links this maturity to the fact that she 

considers herself ready for marriage: “*I have+ a very mature mind. I want my relationship to 

become married.” 

The intention of serious relationships is clear to most students: it has, or should have, 

the goal of becoming engaged and – as a consequence – married. Students state that “it is the 

first step to marriage”. This is supported by two anthropology students in Jogjakarta: “You 

should always have the plan to become engaged and marry if you have a pacar, but sometimes 

people of course also have a pacar just for fun”. The latter statement clearly points out that, 

contrary to serious relationships, fun relationships do not have this marriage intention. 

How important this goal is, is apparent from the reactions to the break-up of a serious 

relationship. A separation is often considered to make the entire operation utterly useless and 

a waste of time: “It is a waste of time and it just breaks your heart.”  One woman said: “So my 

intention in a relationship is not like having fun or something like that, but really serious to 

make a good family in the future, because I don’t want to waste my time.” Although her 

statement finds broad support, Ummi sees break-up as “a normal process. Sometimes you just 
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need time to do some foolish things right? *…+ In a failed relationship we also learn something 

right?” Interestingly, although Ummi had the mildest stance towards break-up’s, she primarily 

considers the broken relationships to be foolish and as a lesson for the next relationship. These 

responses support the suggestion that it is undesirable to have a relationship without its 

completion in marriage.  

Good thinking is necessary to prevent choosing the wrong marriage partner. The need 

to find a partner and to prevent divorce places pressure on students to make the right choice 

immediately as a break-up is considered a waste of time. Paradoxically serious relationships 

have simultaneously the intention to get married and to judge whether the partner is suitable 

for marriage. In this period it is mainly the personality and habits that are explored and one 

looks whether the feelings of love of the other party are sincere. As love is seen as reducing 

the risk for divorce, it is of utmost importance to make sure that there is a strong and 

reciprocated feeling of love. This all departs from the approachment stage where the most 

elemental parts of someone’s perspective have already been checked. The centrality of finding 

out compatibility means the dating period based on love clearly has become an integral part of 

mate selection. 

 

 

Conclusion 

In this research I have explored the question: What role does love play in the pursued of 

romantic relationships by academic students in Bandung? I have done this by looking at how 

students define love and express their ideas and desires about pacaran-relationships and 

marriage. By now it is clear that love and students’ romantic relationships are complex 

constellations. In this research I have discussed factors deemed important by the students, 

such as age, law and family and marriage ideals. There are however more domains that 

influence love and relationships, like social position and number of older and younger siblings. 

These have escaped examination in this exploratory research due to time constraints. 

Furthermore, I have primarily focused on ideologies and the stories of students, looking at 

relationships and love in practice will further complexify these configurations. 

Nevertheless, by looking at ‘what people do with love’ instead of ‘what love does to 

people’, I found that students confirm that love has become a main necessity for a stable 

marriage. Love plays a major role, but one should look closely at the way love is interpreted. 
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Students’ love and mate selection ideologies are characterised by rationality and observance 

of familial and societal limitations. In this sense the process of mate selection resembles the 

choice of a partner in arranged marriage and love has become one of the rational criteria for a 

successful marriage.   

It is once again confirmed that the companionate marriage ideology has 

unquestionably become dominant in Indonesia. The lack of cultural variation in the responses 

implies that this marriage ideology indeed has become part of a national identity. The close 

connection between this ‘love marriages’ and the national state has been mentioned before by 

several authors (Bennett, 2002; Blackburn & Bessel, 1997; Boellstorff, 2007; Jones, Marriage 

and divorce in Islamic South-East Asia, 1994). And indeed, Boellstorff (2005, pp. 216-217) has 

described Indonesia as a gay archipelago, meaning that gay subjectivities have taken on a 

national character (as I have showed in chapter 5). From this study it is clear that courting and 

love have taken on a similar national form. However, it simultaneously points out that we 

should be alert to the different forms this marriage ideology takes on in different 

(sub)cultures.  

Since the introduction of the companionate marriage ideal, considerable freedom has 

been given to students in courting compared to the era of arranged marriages. In this research 

I found that students nowadays are the initiators of relationships. Love has become a prime 

criterion for students to select a mate. But love is not a straightforward universal 

phenomenon, as Indonesian romantic relationships are not grounded in the same implicit 

theories put forward in existing literature on romanticism (see Knee, 1998, p. 361). It becomes 

evident now that previous findings have primarily been based upon Euro-American societies 

and that these theories have not spread in a similar manner as the companionate marriage 

ideology. The deviance is largely due to the considerable societal pressure and personal 

conviction that divorce should be avoided. To prevent divorce, feelings are considered in the 

light of the desired qualities of the pacar and in the viability of a relationship to end in a stable 

marriage. This makes students define love as a rational activity. Generally only when the 

outcome of a consideration of the impact or consequences of a certain relationship is positive, 

a student will call his or her feelings love. Striking is the close connection between love and the 

establishment relationships. Feelings of affection without the intention of having a serious 

relationship are considered to be liking. 

The anxiety of divorce of the students focuses primarily on the belief that two people 

should have a same perspective on life. A same perspective is foremost connected to sharing a 
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same religion and sometimes a same culture. There is a taboo on interreligious relationships. 

Most students think it will make their parents unhappy and that it is doomed to end in a break-

up, thereby wasting precious time to find a marriage partner. Therefore most students will not 

engage in these relationships and those who do often have fun relationships, keep them secret 

and describe their feeling as liking, not as loving. Thus although the companionate marriage 

ideal has created a courting period for young Indonesians and gave them the right of self-

initiating a relationship, it has not, however, promoted ‘free love’, as inter-religious or -ethnic 

marriage partners are undesirable and therefore not suitable for a relationship. In that way 

love is circumscribed, or filtered, by personal and family ideals about marriage viability. 

Parents regard courting as a good way to find a marriage partner. Finding a marriage 

partner is not yet pressured early academic years, but later there is more probing by parents 

and students get more anxious to find a marriage partner. Especially girls feel pressured to find 

a marriage partner, fearing to be mocked or to remain single. However, this emphasis on love 

appears to be contradicted by students’ high degree of conformity to parents’ wishes. A 

person who is rejected by a partners’ family will often have a break-up with his or her partner. 

This is not to say that students have no part in the decision. Often they will try to change their 

partners to conform to their partners’ wishes convince parents, or try to persuade parents to 

accept their partner. But if in the end, parents still refuse to accept a partner, a break-up is 

almost inevitable.  

Students deal with the pressure in several ways. First, they differentiate between fun 

and serious relationships. Serious relationships end in marriage and are known to parents, fun 

relationships are secret and are just for pursuing sex and intimacy. Li (1989, p. 35) states that 

Malay parents in Singapore no longer want to arrange marriages in fear of receiving blame 

when there is a break-up. Now that in Indonesia students are solely responsible for their 

romantic affairs, a break-up can be seen as entirely their fault. By separating their relationships 

in serious and fun they avoid to be seen as failing to find the right partner and still pursue 

romantic relationships. Furthermore students differentiate between liking and loving, where 

the first is associated with play and the second incorporates family obligations and ideals. This 

too is a strategy to minimise failure. Figure 6 gives a – simplified – model of student’s 

relationships. 
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Liking

Consideration

(Religion, 

Ethnicity, Family 

acceptance)

Positive outcome: 

Love

Negative outcome: 

No love, just liking

Take distance and 

wait until liking is 

over

Approachment for 

fun relationship

Approachment for 

serious 

relationship

Serious relationship: 

Further consideration 

(Character, Strength 

of Love)

Break-up

Marriage

Fun relationship

Fig. 6 - A simple model of students' relationships. Basically in the opinion of students the ideal mate selection 
process works like this: the interest in a boy or girl is started by a feeling of ‘liking’. After considering whether 

their perspectives match, students are sure that their relationship will not upset their families and does not have 
a high risk of divorce. 

From this departure point, implicit theories underlying romantic relationships diverge 

on three points. First, for Indonesians love does not find a way to conquer all, it is regarded 

best to avoid obstacles and when obstacles are in place that cannot be eliminated to take 

distance and stop one’s feeling of love. Often this feeling is not described as love, but as liking. 

Only when the outcome of consideration is positive – and thus marriage is viable and divorce 

unlikely – does one ‘love’. When a consideration is negative, love can be stopped. Love can be 

stopped when a pacar possesses unwanted qualities as a different perspective on life, such as 

a different religion or ethnicity. Students often take distance from the people they like when 

they are not seen as compatible with their perspective.   

Second, love cannot strike at first sight. This is a direct consequence of the different 

understanding of love. Without consideration there is no love, thus one should take time 

before going ‘from liking to loving’. This is contrary to dominant Western ideas about love. 

The third difference is related to the notion that love is essentially part of the heart 

and not of the brain. As Knee (1998, p. 361) notes: “We should follow our heart rather than 

our mind when choosing a partner.” For Indonesian students this is obviously not true. A 

rational consideration is a vital part of feeling love and of all approachment activities. The logic 

behind this is that you can prevent hurt and divorce this way. 

The divergences show that we should be careful to universalise Western 

understandings of emotion concepts. Social and personal ideas about these emotions and their 

consequences can vary greatly. A simple application of love as “a state of intense longing for 

union with another” (Hatfield & Rapson, 1993, p. 5) or as “pair-bondedness” (Money, 1980) 

would overlook greatly the context in which these feelings take place. This supports Lutz’s 

claim that emotional meaning is social and we should not isolate them from the rest of society, 
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since cultural views of emotion “help construct people’s interpretation of their experiences” 

(Lutz, 1988, p. 210). 

It should be noted that most students I have interviewed live far from their families. 

Families therefore have little control over the courting practices and the start of a relationship. 

This indicates that the importance of perspectives is potentially even much stronger among 

rural youth who are still within supervision range of their families. A comparative research 

would give more insights. Also research on an older age group would provide insights in the 

role of love in practice. Both would be valuable research topics. 
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Appendices 

APPENDIX I – OVERVIEW OF INTERVIEWEES  
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APPENDIX II – INTERVIEW GUIDE 
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